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Abstract
An important skill for interpersonal communication is the ability to take the perspective of
another person. Taking the perspective of a target can aid the perceiver in predicting the target’s
mental states and subsequent behaviors. This can be especially important in threatening
situations. How a member of an advantaged group believes that disadvantaged group members
will react to a threatening situation may influence the advantaged member’s actions and beliefs.
In the first study, female and male participants read information regarding gender while using
three perspectives; their own perspective, predicting the other gender’s responses, or imagining
their responses if they were the other gender. They estimated their career expectations while
using their assigned perspective and their willingness to help women in the workplace while
using their own perspective. The second study examined perspective taking in the political
context. Participants were presented with a paragraph indicating that Independent voters were
either in favor or against their political party. The participants indicated their future life
expectations, willingness to compromise with the opposing party, and willingness to help a
member of the opposing party. Both studies reported a similar pattern for expectations.
Advantaged groups overestimated the negative effects of threat on the disadvantaged group,
while disadvantaged groups overestimated the positive effects on the advantaged groups.
Perspective taking increased helping intentions in Study 1 and showed mixed results in Study 2.
The studies’ results were inconsistent with prior research and suggest that perspective taking
may not produce positive results for groups who are disadvantaged.
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Perspective taking and threat:
Do threatening situations have an effect on helping intentions and perceived expectations?

How we believe other people will react to a situation helps us in both predicting their
behavior and in formulating our own responses. This is especially important when one person or
group has a social advantage over the other person or group. This relative disparity in power, the
ability to influence others, can affect how we view other people and affect how we make
predictions about their behavior (French & Raven, 1959; Galinsky, Magee, Inesi, & Gruenfeld,
2006). The current study examines how relative disparities in power between two groups affect
how both the advantaged and disadvantaged groups take the perspective of one another, and its
effects on the feelings and beliefs towards the target group.
In a disparity situation, people in an advantageous position who believe that a
disadvantaged group will react negatively may have different reactions. The advantaged person
may be willing to help rectify the disparity or may become guarded so that they can’t be blamed
for taking advantage of the situation. Members of a disadvantaged group who believe that an
advantaged group member may take advantage of the situation may react with hostility towards
the advantaged person or may react with increased liking if they believe the advantaged person
would try to help. Merely believing that a member of an out-group feels a certain way is enough
to influence behavior during an initial interaction and in subsequent encounters (Owuamalam &
Zagefka, 2012). How you believe a person may treat you, or people similar to you, can have an
important influence on interpersonal and inter-group interactions. Because of its importance,
there are several strategies one can employ to gain knowledge of these beliefs. Perhaps the most
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straightforward strategy is to simply ask how another person feels about certain topics. However,
what can be asked is often limited by situational constraints and societal norms. Another way to
gain knowledge on the views of another person is to take his or her perspective.
Perspective Taking
Perspective taking is the active contemplation of another person’s psychological
experiences (Todd, Bodenhausen, Richeson, & Galinsky, 2011). The ability to reason about the
thoughts and feelings of others is an important part of interpersonal interactions (Epley, 2008)
and can lead to many interpersonal benefits. Most notably, many studies have found that when
participants (perceivers) take the perspectives of a members of an out-group (targets), it can lead
to increases in positive attitudes towards the out-group to which the target belongs (Galinsky,
Ku, & Wang, 2005). This effect has been shown for a variety of out-groups including the elderly
(Clore & Jeffery, 1972; Galinsky & Ku, 2004; Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000), racial minorities
(Dovidio et al., 2004; Shih, Wang, Butcher, & Stotzer, 2009; Vescio, Sechrist, & Paolucci,
2003), women with aids, the homeless, and even convicted murderers (Batson, Early, &
Salvarani, 1997). Perspective taking also leads to an increase in the salience and recognition of
prejudice and discrimination towards out-groups (Todd, Bodenhausen, & Galinsky, 2012) and
decreases in prejudicial attitudes (Vorauer & Sasaki, 2014). Ultimately, this can lead to an
increase in overall satisfaction with social interactions with out-group members (Todd et al.,
2011). These interpersonal and intergroup benefits lead to important real-world applications.
Because of its interpersonal benefits, perspective taking is particularly useful in conflict
resolution. Settings where conflict resolution is important can range from classroom arguments
between grade school students to complex business negotiations. In schools, many forms of
conflict resolutions involve either the two sides being asked to take the perspective of the other
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in order to understand the problem or the use of a peer mediator that would be better able to take
both sides perspective over an adult teacher (Johnson & Johnson, 1996; Jones, 2004).
Perspective taking has also been shown to be an important factor in martial adjustment,
relationship conflict resolutions, and relationship maintenance. People that are capable of taking
the perspective of their partner have stronger marriages and more satisfactory relationships.
(Corcoran & Mallinckrodt, 2000; Long, 1994; Long & Andrews, 1990; Rizkalla, Wertheim, &
Hodgson, 2008). In business, perspective taking is beneficial in negotiations. The ability to
accurately take the perspective of an opponent can lead to a greater understanding of their
motivations and position. This can lead to greater concessions by the opponent and greater gains
for the perspective taker (Galinsky & Mussweiler, 2001).
Who Can Takes Perspective? Perspective taking is heavily influenced by power
(Galinsky et al., 2006). Increased power has been found to lead to less accuracy in detecting
emotional states, less chance of spontaneously adopting another person’s point of view, and less
acknowledgement that other people do not share the perceiver’s privileged knowledge (Galinksy,
et al., 2006). Individuals or groups in power have greater control over resources and are less
dependent on other people. Because of this, it is not usually necessary for high-powered
individuals to take the perspective of others in order to accomplish their goals (Galinksy, et al.,
2006). People in a lower powered position are more motivated to take the perspective of a higher
powered group because the high powered group controls necessary resources (Galinksy, et al.,
2006). Because of this disparity in resource allocation, inaccuracies in perspective taking will
have a more negative effect on low power groups taking the perspective of the higher powered
group than when a the higher powered group takes the perspective of a lower powered group.
Because of this, low powered individuals are more motivated and have had more practice with
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perspective taking (Galinksy, et al., 2006). Low powered individuals or groups are more accurate
in estimating the interests and positions of others (Keltner & Robinson, 1997) and are less likely
to make self-serving attributions (Kipnis, 1972). It has been found that groups that are
traditionally lower in social power, such as women and members of minority groups, are better at
perspective taking than traditionally higher powered groups (Galinksy, et al., 2006). Similarly,
out of necessity and practice, minority group members are better at detecting subtle emotions and
microexpressions, brief uncontrolled facial expressions of emotions that are considered key
components of emotional perspective taking (Hoffman et al., 2010).
It has also been theorized that perspective taking, much like other executive functions,
decreases over the lifespan (Zhang, Fung, Stanley, Isaacowitz, & Ho, 2013). This theory has
been met with mixed results. As a person ages, they suffer from a general decrease in executive
function which should decrease perspective taking ability (West, 1996). However, older adults
have been found to have more satisfactory relationships, of which perspective taking is believed
to be a key component (Diener, Suh, Lucas, & Smith, 1999; Lang & Carstensen, 1994; Litwin,
2001). These paradoxical results are believed to be driven by the fact that abstract thinking and
theory of mind, both components of perspective taking, increase with age and are not diminished
in later life (Happé, Winner, & Brownell, 1998; Schaie, 2015). The lower ability to perspective
take seen in some literature has been theorized to not be caused by decreased cognitive
functioning, but by a lack of motivation during lab experiments for older adults. When a
perspective taking task is made relevant to older adult participants, they show the same or greater
ability to take perspective as younger adults (Zhang et al., 2013).
Mechanisms of Perspective taking. Increasing perspective taking for high powered
individuals and groups is important. Perspective taking has been linked with numerous
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behavioral outcomes, including helping and other prosocial behaviors (Todd et al, 2014). When
taking the perspective of a target, the perceiver imagines the target’s thoughts, beliefs, and
behavior in a given situation. By doing so, the perceiver increases the self-other overlap between
his or her self-concept and the target (Aron, Aron, Tudor, & Nelson, 1991; Myers, Laurent, &
Hodges, 2014). This self-other overlap has been shown to increase positive emotions between
two people (Waugh & Fredrickson, 2006), increase goal congruence (Bohns et al., 2013), and
have an increase in feelings of closeness (Aron & Fraley, 1999; De Cremer, 2004). This selfother overlap also increases the shared emotions between the perceiver and what the perceiver
believes the target is feeling. This sharing of feelings leads to an increase in empathy, the
capacity for understanding what another person is feeling, thinking, and experiencing (Bellet &
Maloney, 1991). According to the Empathy-altruism hypothesis, this increase in empathy leads
to an increase in altruism and helping behavior (Batson, Duncan, Ackerman, Bucldey, & Birch.,
1981; Batson & Leonard, 1987). By taking the perspective of another person they become part of
our self-concept and we feel increased empathy towards them. This increase in empathy leads to
increased willingness to help the target. Figure 1 shows the conceptual model of how perception
taking affect helping behavior through increasing self-other overlap and increased empathy.
Figure 1. Basic model of the perspective to helping intentions mechanism

Batson, Early, and Salvarani (1997) conducted several studies in which perceivers
adopted one of two different forms of taking the perspective of another person. The first
perspective was the imagine-other perspective, in which the perceivers predicted a target's
feelings and thoughts in the current situation. The second perspective was the imagine-self
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perspective, in which perceivers would imagine themselves, with all of their current thoughts and
feelings, in the target’s current situation. Both of these perspectives have been shown to increase
positive attitudes towards the out-group and increased empathy. However, perceivers who take
the imagine-self perspective showed higher ratings of liking towards out-group members
(Vorauer & Quesnel, 2013) and higher rates of helping behavior (Myers et al., 2014) than
perceivers who take the imagine-other perspective. The perceivers using the imagine-other
perspective show less positive increases on empathy and helping behavior because of increased
evaluation concerns. The perceivers using the imagine-self showed a greater self-other overlap
and due to this more positive effects on empathy and helping behavior.
Even if a person is skilled in perspective taking, people suffer from a general inaccuracy
in predicting hypothetical situations (Armor & Sackett, 2006). Coupled with this, and despite the
importance of perspective taking, people frequently report inaccurate beliefs about what other
people are thinking (Apperly, Back, Samson, & France, 2008; Chambers, Baron, & Inman, 2006;
Keysar, Barr, Balin, & Brauner, 2000). The perceiver cannot accurately know the thoughts,
feelings, and mental states of the target. When using imagine-self, the perceiver may not fully
understand the targets situation but know their own thoughts and feelings. For the imagine-other
perspective, the perceiver may not accurately know the situation or the targets mental states
(Vorauer & Sucharyna, 2013). Because they cannot be sure of the target's mental states,
perceivers have a great deal of uncertainty which can lead to inaccurate estimations of the
target’s mental states.
Stereotypes and Meta Stereotypes. Because of the uncertainty of perspective taking,
perceivers use additional information to make their predictions about the target. To fill in this
missing information, perceivers may rely on their stereotypes about the target and meta-
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stereotypes of how the target feels about the perceivers’ in-group (Vorauer & Sasaki, 2014;
Vorauer & Sucharyna, 2013). When a perceiver and target belong to different groups, the
uncertainty of the target’s mental states and the focus on evaluation can lead to an increase in
stereotype activation.
According to social identity theory, group membership is an important component of a
person’s self-concept and source of self-esteem (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Situations that show
their group as being disadvantaged may have a negative effect on an individual’s feelings
towards both their group and towards his or herself. When taking the perspective of another
person in a disparity situation, the nature of the disparity may become more salient (Todd et al.,
2012). If the perceiver belongs to the disadvantaged group, this may increase their feelings of
threat. When an individual’s group identity is threatened, they may react by activating
stereotypes or meta-stereotypes about the opposing groups (Spencer, Fein, Wolfe, Fong, &
Dunn, 1998). This self-defensive activation of stereotypes may be more pronounced in groups
that are traditionally high in power that are in a disadvantaged situation. They would be less
practiced in dealing with threats to their identity and being on the disadvantaged end of a
disparity.
Increased activation of meta-stereotypes can influence outcomes when using perspective
taking in real-world settings, such as in academic or professional settings. Anseel (2011)
identified seven conditions that can lead to an increase in meta-stereotypes: the potential for
evaluation, feelings of powerlessness, increased empathy, high public self-consciousness,
prejudicial attitudes, high importance placed on group attitudes, and low locus of control. Both
the imagine-other and imagine-self methods of perspective taking increase empathy (Batson et
al., 1988). The imagine-other perspective also increases the concern of evaluation, leading to an
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increase in meta-stereotype activation (Vorauer, Main, & O’Connell, 1998). In an evaluative
interview, where a disadvantaged applicant may be attempting to take the perspective of the
advantaged interviewer, the applicant may feel an increase in powerlessness, self-consciousness,
importance of group attitudes, and locus of control. This would increase the activation of metastereotypes. Activation of meta-stereotypes has been linked with a lower belief in social fairness
and employability (Owuamalam & Zagefka, 2012; Owuamalam & Zagefka, 2014). This effect
was strongest in cases where the applicant has suffered past discrimination, is high in belief in a
just world, and believes in the accuracy of negative stereotypes (Owuamalam & Zagefka, 2012).
The situation, whether the perceiver uses the perspective of another group in an
advantage or disadvantage position, may have an effect on expectations and an the increase in
self-other overlap leading to increases in empathy and ultimately helping behavior. The
activation of stereotypes and meta-stereotypes can have an effect on how the situation affects the
perceiver. A perceiver with higher stereotype activation may be basing their expectations on
highly inaccurate stereotypes and thus have inaccurate expectations. A participant that activates
negative stereotypes may want to conceptually distance themselves from the target, leading to a
decrease in self-other overlap. This would ultimately lead to a decrease in empathy and helping
intentions. Figure 2 illustrates a model of how the perspective to helping intentions mechanism is
affected by stereotype and meta-stereotype endorsement. The current study will examine how
stereotype activation moderates the effects of perspective taking on self-other overlap and
accuracy for both the advantaged and disadvantaged groups.
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Figure 2. Complex model of the Situation to Helping intentions mechanisms with moderation of
stereotype activation

Groups of Interest
The current research seeks to address the effect of the situation on perspective taking by
asking participants to take the perspective of an advantaged or disadvantaged out-group member
and predict how he or she would react to disparity information. Study 1 stems from research
conducted by Gramzow and Castro (2015), comparing female and male perspectives while
responding to information about gender disparities in the workplace. Study 2 examines political
parties as groups who are nominally equal in societal power. This study compares both the
Democrat and Republican perspectives when presented with information that is either beneficial
or threatening to a given party.
Gender. It is a common pop psychology trope that men and women are psychologically
different; that they have distinctive ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving. These differences
most often fall in line with what are considered to be traditional gender roles; men are aggressive
and dominant, women are empathic and submissive. Despite these beliefs, evidence suggests that
the similarities between men and women outweigh their differences (Carothers & Reis, 2013;
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Hyde, 2005). However, just the belief in these differences can lead to real world consequences.
Believing that there is some fundamental difference between men and women can act as the
basis for stereotype formation, prejudicial attitudes, and discriminatory behavior (Fiske, 1988).
Most often these notions are advantageous towards men or actively harmful towards women.
This is especially true in academic and business domains. Women are stereotyped as becoming
emotional when confronted with stress (Robinson & Johnson, 1997), as not being strong enough
to be leaders (Goudreau, 2011), and as not being ambitious enough for high paying careers
(Caprino, 2011). If a person holds beliefs about fundamental differences between men and
women, he or she may also hold prejudicial attitudes and may engage in discriminatory practices.
Potential job seekers are aware that they may interact with someone who endorses the belief that
women are unsuited for certain jobs and/or may actively discriminate against women.
Traditionally, men have a greater advantage in society than women (Carli, 1999). As of
2015, men make up 60.8% of management positions in the United States and this percentage
increases for more senior positions (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2015). Because of this, it is likely
that a female job applicant will find herself communicating with a male manager as part of the
hiring process. Furthermore, given the prevalence of gender disparities, it is likely that both the
applicant and the manager are aware of gender disparities, such as a gender gap in wages. In a
situation like this, it is important for both parties to understand each other. For the disadvantaged
applicant, it is important to understand how the more advantaged manager may feel about these
disparities. This understanding aids the applicant in predicting the manager’s behavior and can
allow the applicant to tailor his or her approach to the situation. For example, if a female
applicant believes that a male manager supports the social structure that creates gender
disparities, or is at least willing to take advantage of it, she may have less motivation to accept
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the job and to advance in that workplace. It is also important for the advantaged manager to
understand how an applicant may feel about gender disparities. How the manager thinks that an
applicant reacts to these disparities may influence how the manager views the applicant and may
even affect how much the manager is willing to help combat gender disparities. If an egalitarianminded male manager thinks that a female applicant may simply accept the disparities rather
than attempt to work against them, he may have less positive attitudes towards her than towards
a woman who he believes is more reactive and who may work harder to combat these disparities.
Politics. Study 1 compared the expectations of men and women in a situation that has
strong cultural influence. Women are historically disadvantaged relative to men, especially in the
domain of business. This power differential possibly led to the results that were obtained in the
first study, women reported decreases in empathy after they adopted the perspective of another
person but still reported an increase in helping intentions. Lower powered groups are more likely
to take the perspective of the high power group than vice versa (Galinsky et al., 2006). Unlike
gender or racial groups, the major political parties are nominally equal in social status and
power. Both the Democratic and Republican parties wield comparable ability to influence
political decisions or possess the ability to prevent the opposing party from enacting their own
policies. More often than not, the two parties control different parts of the US government, but
rarely possess unilateral control over the presidency, house, and senate . By using political
parties, the effects of perspective taking could be observed without a social hierarchy and
established advantageous/disadvantageous relationship already in place.
With the inclusion of groups who are nominally equal in power, both advantaged and
disadvantaged information could be included. This would allow us to see if there is something
inherent in the group itself that affects perspective taking or if the effects of perspective taking
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are determined by the situation. Political parties are ideal because even those familiar with
politics are aware that the relative power of the groups fluctuates and subtle manipulations about
relative power are consistent with real life changes in the balance of power between the two
parties. In contrast, gender based disparities in the workplace, academia, and other domains, are
well known and frequently reported on by the news. Even participants who do not readily follow
news on gender issues would be aware of which groups are advantaged and disadvantaged. In a
manipulation, the information advantaged for the low-power group or information that is
disadvantaged for the high power group may not be readily believed.
The timing of Study 2 made the use of political parties advantageous. The data were
collected during a highly polarized election year but before the primary elections of either party.
This timing was ideal because political involvement is at its highest during elections years
(Desilver, 2014). However, it was early enough in the election cycle that no candidate had been
chosen for either party.
Finally, political parties are rarely utilized in perspective taking literature. Many
perspective taking studies focus on minority/majority or marginalized groups (Todd & Galinsky,
2014). Similar research has been conducted in political psychology but has focused on the beliefs
about the other groups (similar to the IO perspective) rather than focusing on imagining oneself
from the perspective of the other (Chambers et al., 2006; Kennedy & Pronin, 2008).
Research Paradigm

The studies examined the effects of perspective taking on the processing of disparity
information from both the advantaged and disadvantaged groups. Different methods of
perspective taking were compared to determine their effects on expectations, feelings towards
both the in-group and out-group, and helping intentions. The studies used a similar structure to
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Batson et al. (1997) and other studies on perspective taking (Batson et al., 2003; Galinsky,
Wang, & Ku, 2008; Vescio et al., 2003; Vorauer & Sasaki, 2014; Vorauer & Sucharyna, 2013).
Participants were given instructions indicating the perspective they should take when reading a
paragraph about a disparity between two groups and to maintain that perspective while
answering a series of questionnaires. The studies directly compared how the disparity
information affects both the disadvantage group and the advantaged group, a comparison that
was lacking in the perspective taking literature (Todd & Galinsky, 2014). One of the key
concepts in these studies are not only how perspective taking makes the perceiver feel towards
the target group but also the perceiver’s beliefs about the target’s feelings about their situation.
Study 1 focused on gender-based disparities in the United States workforce. This study
was a 2 (Group) x 3 (Perspective) between subjects factorial design. Group membership was
defined as the participant’s biological sex, either male or female. Perspective was defined as one
of three perspectives taking methods; the participant’s own perspective (Actual-Self, AS) or the
perspective of the other gender, using either the imagine-other (IO) or the imagine-self (IS)
perspective. Participants were separated into their group condition based on their answers in a
demographics questionnaire. Participants were then randomly assigned to one of the three
perspective taking conditions. For example, a male participant in the IO condition was asked to
predict how a woman would respond to the gender disparity information.
Study 2 focused on a manipulated disparity between the major Political Parties of the
United States. This was a 2 (Group) x 2 (Perspective) x 2 (Disparity) between subjects factorial
design. Group membership was defined as the Participant’s political affiliation, either Democrat
or Republican. Perspective was defined as either the AS perspective or the IS perspective.
Disparity was defined by the type of paragraph the participants were presented with, the
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paragraph indicated that the participant’s political party was either Advantaged or Disadvantaged
relative to the opposing party. Participants were separated into their Political party condition
based on their answers in a demographics questionnaire. Participants were randomly assigned to
one of the two perspective taking and one of the two disparity conditions. For example, a
participant in the Republican/IS/Advantage condition would read a paragraph indicating that
Republicans had an advantage in the next election while imagining themselves as a Democrat.
Hypotheses
The first study focused on the effects of gender disparity information and perspective
taking outlined above lead to several hypotheses. Below are the primary hypotheses for the focal
dependent measures: career expectations, beliefs about the causes of disparities , empathy, and
helping intentions.
Hypothesis 1a: In the workplace, men are typically portrayed as the more advantaged
group and the gender disparities paragraph reinforces this belief. There will be a significant
difference between the gender POVs on career expectations. Participants using the male POV
(Male/AS, Female/IO, Female/IS) will have a higher score on the career expectation composite
than those participants using the female POV (Female/AS, Male/IO, Male/IS).
Hypothesis 1b: There will be an interaction between POV and perspective taking on
career expectations. Women will believe that men would think that they will be more advantaged
by the gender disparity information, while men will believe that women would react with lower
career expectations when faced with gender disparity information. The imagine-other perspective
focuses on the situation and the target, forcing the perceiver to rely on their own beliefs about
how the target will react. Men who use the imagine-other perspective to take a woman’s
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perspective (Male/IO) will report lower career expectations than actual women (Female/AS).
Women who use the imagine-other perspective to take a man’s perspective (Female/IO) will
report higher career expectations than actual men (Male/AS).
One of the results of using the imagine-self perspective is the sharing of self-concepts.
This will result in a mixture of both the target’s and perceiver’s expectations. This mixture will
result in a different pattern of career expectation for participants who use the imagine-other
perspective. Men who use the imagine-self perspective to take a woman’s perspective (Male/IS)
will report higher career expectations than actual women (Female/AS) but lower than actual men
(Male/AS). Women who use the imagine-self perspective to take a man’s perspective
(Female/IS) will report lower career expectations than actual men (Male/AS) but higher career
expectations that actual women (Female/AS).
Hypothesis 2a: Like career expectations, attempting to predict how a target makes
attributions about the beliefs about the causes of disparities may be influenced by preconceived
ideas of how the target should react to that information. Therefore, the mechanisms that affect
career expectations will function identically for the participant’s attributions about the beliefs
about the causes of disparities .
Men who use the imagine-other perspective to take a woman’s perspective (Male/IO) will
attribute gender disparities to illegitimate reasons more than actual women (Female/AS). Women
who use the imagine-other perspective to take a man’s perspective (Female/IO) will attribute
gender disparities to illegitimate reasons less than actual men (Male/AS). Men who use the
imagine-self perspective to take a woman’s perspective (Male/IS) will attribute gender
disparities to illegitimate reasons less than actual women (Female/AS) but more than actual men
(Male/AS). Women who use the imagine-self perspective to take a man’s perspective
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(Female/IS) will attribute gender disparities to illegitimate reasons more than actual men
(Male/AS) but less than actual women (Female/AS).
Hypothesis 2b: Previous research has found attributions of the causes of gender
disparities to moderate the effects of gender and disparity salience on career expectations
(Gramzow & Castro, 2015). In this study, the more that women attributed gender disparities to
illegitimate causes, the higher their career expectations when the disparities were made salient.
Men showed higher career expectations when they attributed the causes of gender disparities to
illegitimate reasons, regardless of disparity salience.
For Study 1, the attributions about the causes of gender disparities will moderate the
effects of the gender POVs on career expectations. In accordance with previous research, both
men and women who are using their own perspective (Male/AS & Female/AS) and more highly
attribute gender disparities to illegitimate reasons, will show higher career expectations.
Both the Imagine-other and Imagine-self perspectives rely on the perceiver’s own beliefs
about the target. The more that perceivers believe that the target would attribute the causes of
disparities to illegitimate reasons, the more extreme their career expectations will become. For
example, men who strongly believe that women would attribute gender disparities to
discrimination will report lower career expectations than those who believe women will not
strongly make that attribution. Women who strongly believe that women would attribute gender
disparities to discrimination will report higher career expectations than those who believe men
will not strongly make that attribution. This increase in the extremity of career expectation will
be similar in both the IO and IS conditions. However, the participants in the IO conditions will
be more affected by their beliefs about the target. As a result, the IO condition will retain the
more extreme career expectations. For example, as the belief that men will attribute the causes of
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disparities to illegitimate reasons increases, women in the IO and IS condition will report higher
career expectations. Women using the IO perspective will report higher career expectations than
women in the IS condition.
Hypothesis 3: The act of taking the perspective of another person has been shown to
increase feelings of empathy towards a target (Bellet & Maloney, 1991). The imagine-self
perspective has been found to show a greater increase in empathy than the imagine-other
perspective (Vorauer & Quesnel, 2013). The exception to this difference is when perceivers take
the perspective of targets experiencing negative emotions (Batson et al., 1997). Therefore, men
will report more empathy in conditions in which they adopted the perspective of a woman
(Male/IO & Male/IS) than when they used their own perspective (Male/AS). However, despite
the higher empathy generated while using the IS perspective, men using the IS perspective will
be sharing the imagined negative emotions of women confronted with gender disparities.
Therefore, there will be no difference between the Male/IO and Male/IS condition. Women will
show a similar pattern to men. Women who adopted the perspective of men (Female/IO &
Female/IS) will show higher empathy than women who used their own perspective (Female/AS).
Women using the imagine-self perspective will be sharing the imagined positive emotions of
men confronted with gender disparities. Because of this, women in the imagine-self condition
will show higher empathy than women who used the imagine-other perspective.
Hypothesis 4: Helping behavior has been found to be affected by perspective taking in
the same ways as empathy (Myers, Laurent, & Hodges, 2014). Both the imagine-other and
imagine-self perspective will show increases in helping behavior over perceivers using their own
perspectives. The sharing of self-concepts in the imagine-self perspective resulting in greater
increases in helping behavior than the imagine-other perspective. Due to the similarities in how
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empathy and helping intentions are affected by perspective taking, helping behavior will show
the same pattern of results as empathy.
General Method

Both Studies were split into 4 parts; pre-manipulation questionnaire (demographics &
individual difference measures), manipulation, in-perspective questionnaire, and post-perspective
questionnaire. The survey was administered to the participants via the Qualtrics online survey
program. Participants were recruited via the university’s online subject pool (SONA; Study 1) or
Amazon’s mechanical Turk (MTurk; Study 1 & Study 2). To ensure an equal number of female
and male participants in the SONA sample for Study 1, two gender specific surveys were
conducted simultaneously. Mturk has been to shown to have a more representative gender
balance than university samples (Berinsky, Huber, & Lenz, 2012) and only a single study was
run. For Study 1, both the SONA and Mturk samples were collected simultaneously.
Participants were first asked to complete a pre-manipulation questionnaire. This
questionnaire began with demographics questions asking for the participants’ age, ethnicity, sex,
nationality, level of education, and if English was a second language (ESL). Study 1 included a
question asking about the participants plans to remain in the United States workforce. Study 2
included questions about political affiliation and political involvement. After the demographic
questions, the participants completed individual difference measures that were included as
control variables. The order of these individual difference measures and the questions within
each measure were randomized. Study 1 used five measures; the Social Dominance Orientation
scale (SDO; Sidanius & Pratto, 2001), Short belief in a Zero Sum game scale (SZS; RóżyckaTran, Boski, & Wojciszke, 2015), Hong reactance scale (HRS; Hong & Page, 1989), Perspective
Taking Scale (PTS; Davis, 1980; 1983), and the Individual Mobility Scale (IMS; Major et al.,
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2002). Study 2 used three individual difference measures measures; the Social Dominance
Orientation - 7 scale (SDO7; Ho et al., 2015), the SZS, and the PTS.
Participants were then placed in their group condition based on the responses in the
demographic section of the survey; Sex for Study 1 and Political Party for Study 2. They were
then randomly assigned to one of the perspective taking conditions. Participants in Study 1 were
placed in either the AS, IO, or IS condition. Participants in Study 2 were assigned to either the
AS or IS condition. These conditions determined the exact words used in the study directions and
post-manipulation questionnaires.
The participants were then presented with the following directions indicating how they
should approach reading the disparity paragraph. Members of both groups received the same
instructions with the appropriate group indicated. All of the directions were adapted from the
instructions used in Batson et al. (1988) and are included on Table 1.
After receiving the directions, the participants were presented with a paragraph
containing information about a disparity involving their in-group. For Study 1, the paragraph
contained information about the gender-wage gap. This paragraph was taken from Gramzow and
Castro (2015) and can be found in Appendix A. For Study 2, participants were randomly asked
to read one of two paragraphs containing information about the rise of Independent voters in the
United States. The paragraph indicated that the increase of Independent voters gave a political
Advantage or Disadvantage to the participant’s political party. These paragraphs were created
using information from a Gallup poll on Independent parties (Jones, 2015) and can be found in
Appendix B.
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Table 1. Instructions for both studies for all conditions
Study 1

AS
IO

IS

Study 2

AS

IS

“You will now be presented with a small paragraph containing a number of facts
concerning gender disparities in the workplace. These facts were taken from the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics (USBLS).”
“You will now be presented with a small paragraph containing a number of facts
concerning gender disparities in the workplace. These facts were taken from the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics (USBLS).
As you are reading the paragraph and answering the questions, take the
perspective of a (man/woman) who has just entered the workforce and is reading the
same paragraph and answering the same questions. That is, try to imagine how that
(man/woman) would feel and what she would think.”
“You will now be presented with a small paragraph containing a number of facts
concerning gender disparities in the workplace. These facts were taken from the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics (USBLS).
As you are reading the paragraph and answering the questions, take the
perspective of a (man/woman) who has just entered the workforce and is reading the
same paragraph and answering the same questions. Imagine what it would be like to be
that (man/woman) reading this information. That is, try to imagine what you would feel
and think if you were the (man/woman) in that position.”
“Please take a moment to read the following directions. You will now be
presented with a small paragraph containing a number of facts concerning political
parties in the United States based on a number of new surveys conducted by independent
research groups.”
“Please take a moment to read the following directions. You will now be
presented with a small paragraph containing a number of facts concerning political
parties in the United States based on a number of new surveys conducted by independent
research groups.
As you are reading the paragraph and answering the questions, take the
perspective of a (Democrat/Republican) who has just entered the workforce and is
reading the same paragraph and answering the same questions. Imagine what it would
be like to be that (Democrat/Republican) reading this information. That is, try to imagine
what you would feel and think if you were the (Democrat/Republican) in that position.”

For the In-Perspective questionnaire, participants were asked to use the perspective they
were assigned while reading the paragraph. This questionnaire was designed to examine how the
processing of the disparity information was affected by the different perspectives. The accuracy
of a perspective takers’ expectations could be examined by comparing the AS condition for one
group with the IO and/or IS conditions of the other group. For the IO and IS conditions the
instructions for each measure reiterated the perspective. For example, for the IO condition in
Study 1 each question began with “How would a (man/woman) answer the following question”.
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In Study 2, the IS condition questions began with “If you were a (Democrat/Republican) how
would you answer the question…” Study 1 used three in-perspective measures; Career
expectations scale (Gramzow & Castro, 2015), Beliefs about the causes of disparities scale
(Gramzow & Castro, 2015), and an emotional response scale. Study 2 used four in-perspective
measures; Personal quality of life expectations, US quality of life expectations, emotional
response scale, and a Political Beliefs Scale (PBS). These measures were administered in the
order presented above and the questions within each measure were randomized.
For the final questionnaire, the participants were told to use their own perspective instead
of the one they were assigned earlier in the study. This questionnaire was designed to examine
how the act of taking another person’s perspective affects the participant, as compared to those
who do not take another person’s perspective. For Study 1, the participants completed six
measures; Inclusion of Other in Self (IOS; Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992), Empathic Concern
(EmC; Davis, 1980; 1983), Stereotypes / Meta-stereotypes (SMS), Feelings towards the Sexes,
Collective Self-esteem (CSE; Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992), and Helping Intentions. For Study 1,
the measures were administered in the order presented above and had the questions randomized
within each measure. For Study 2, the participants completed six measures; Feelings towards
Political Parties, Political Compromise Scale, SMS, EmC, CSE, and Helping intentions. The first
two measures were presented in the order listed above and the final four questionnaires were
presented in a random order.
There were two sets of analyses computed for both Study 1 and Study 2. The first set of
analyses focused on the participant’s actual groups and the DV means were used as the predicted
variables in general linear models. For Study 1, this GLM was predicted by group, perspective,
and the group by perspective interaction. For Study 2, this GLM was predicted by group,
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perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each. The second set of analyses were
focused on the participants’ assigned point of view (POV) rather than their actual group
membership. This was conducted via planned contrasts for a more detailed examination of
potential patterns via eight planned comparisons. To control for alpha levels in the contrasts a
Bonferroni correction was used, resulting in a significant alpha of 0.006. The exact contrasts are
detailed in the Results section of each study.
Study 1 Methods
Participants
Five hundred eighty-nine participants were recruited in two samples: Two hundred
eighty-three from a northeastern United States university and 306 from Amazon’s Mturk. The
target sample sizes for both samples were computed a priori using the statistical software
Gpower. The mean age of the participants was 27.128 years (SD = 11.469) with a range of 18-68
years. The Mturk sample had a higher mean age (35.426) and a wider age range (18-68) than the
SONA sample (M = 18.464, 18-23). The participants were almost evenly split between men
(47.1%) and women (52.9%). Seventy-five percent of the participants identified as Caucasian
(76.7%), 7.9% as African American, 10.5% as Asian, 6.8% as Hispanic, 1.2% as Native
American, and 4.7% identified as two or more races. The majority of participants were United
States citizens (88.6%), spoke English as a first language (94%), and planned on entering the
United States workforce after graduation (93.5%). The participants from the university sample
were awarded class credit for their participation and the participants from the Mturk sample were
compensated $1.
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The participants were assigned into one of six conditions based on their Group
(Female/Male) and randomly assigned perspective: Actual Self (AS), Imagine Other (IO), or
Imagine Self (IS). For the SONA university sample, 48 participants were in the Female/AS
condition, 48 were in the Female/IO condition, 37 were in the Female/IS condition, 45 were in
the Male/AS condition, 47 were in the Male/IO condition, and 47 were in the Male /IS condition.
For the Mturk university sample, 57 participants were in the Female/AS condition, 56 were in
the Female/IO condition, 57 were in the Female/IS condition, 45 were in the Male/AS condition,
46 were in the Male/IO condition, and 45 were in the Male /IS condition.
For the combined there were 105 participants in the Female/AS condition, 104 were in
the Female/IO condition, 103 were in the Female/IS condition, 90 were in the Male/AS
condition, 93 were in the Male/IO condition, and 92 were in the Male /IS condition. There was
no difference in the distribution of ethnicity, US citizenship, ESL, or intent to remain in the US
workforce across the conditions.
Pre-Manipulation Variables.
Social Dominance Orientation. Because of the use of social disparities and the planned
comparisons between male and female participants, feelings towards social hierarchy and antiegalitarianism were measured with Sidanius and Pratto’s (2001) social dominance orientations
measure (SDO). The SDO was a 16 item measure with questions assessing the participant’s
belief in social hierarchies and anti-egalitarianism (e.g. “Some groups of people are simply
inferior to other groups.”). The measure was highly reliable (α = 0.944) and was scored on a
seven point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating a higher trait level of preference for
group dominance. The full measure can be found in Appendix C.
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The SDO has two subscales, Dominance (SDO-D) and Egalitarianism (SDO-E). The
SDO-E was reverse coded, with a higher score indicating a higher trait preference for group
equality. Both the SDO-D and SDO-E had high internal reliability (SDO-D α = 0. 928, SDO-E α
= 0.933).
Short Belief in a Zero Sum Game. People may support disparities because they believe
that in order for one group to gain something another must lose, rather than a more egalitarian
belief. To measure this, we included the Short Belief in a Zero Sum game (SZS; Różycka-Tran,
et al., 2015). The SZS was a three item measure with questions assessing a participant’s belief in
a zero-sum paradigm (e.g. “Life is so devised that when somebody gains, others have to lose.”).
The measure was moderately reliable (α = 0.709) and was scored on a seven point Likert scale,
with a higher score indicating a higher belief in a zero sum paradigm. The full measure can be
found in Appendix D.
Reactance. One possible reaction by a group disadvantaged by a disparity is to fight
against it. To measure the propensity for this reaction, we included Hong’s Reactance Scale
(HRS; Hong & Page, 1989). The HRS was a 14 item measure with questions assessing how the
participant feels about being influenced by an outside force (e.g. “I become angry when my
freedom of choice is restricted.”). The measure was moderately reliable (α = 0. 823) and was
scored on a seven point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating higher reactance to outside
influence. The full measure can be found in Appendix E.
Perspective Taking. To assess the degree that the participants believe they are capable of
taking the perspective of another, we included the perspective taking subscale of the
Interpersonal reactivity index (PTS; Davis, 1980; 1983). The PTS was a 7 item measure with
questions assessing the participant’s ability to perspective take (e.g. “I try to look at everybody's
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side of a disagreement before I make a decision.”). The measure had a high reliability (α =
0.866) and was scored on a seven point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating a greater
ability to take the perspective of another. The full measure can be found in Appendix F.
Individual Mobility. The individual mobility scale (IMS, Major et al., 2002) measures the
participant’s belief that social disparities, such as those used in this study, can be overcome in
America. The IMS was a 4 item measure with questions assessing the participant’s belief that
women can achieve higher status (e.g. “Advancement in American society is possible for
women.”). The measure had a moderate reliability (α = 0.753) and was scored on a seven point
Likert scale, with a higher score indicating a higher belief that women can achieve higher status
in America. The full measure can be found in Appendix G.
In-Perspective Dependent Variables.
Career Expectations. The measure for future career expectations was based on the career
aspirations measure used in Gramzow and Castro (2015.). This measure asked “How does this
affect your career aspirations for the following”, indicating “Salary”, “Promotions”, and
“Status” as response items. The measure had a high reliability (α = 0.976). The three career
expectation items were scored on seven point Likert scales, with a higher score indicating higher
expected career prospects.
Beliefs about the Causes of Disparities. The measure for beliefs about the causes of
discrimination was based on the discrimination measure used in Gramzow and Castro (2015).
This measure asked “Do you believe this disparity is caused by…”, indicating “Discrimination”
and “Legitimate reasons” as response items. The measure had a low reliability (α = 0.651) and
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were scored on a seven point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating higher belief that the
disparity was caused by illegitimate means (i.e. discrimination).
Emotional Response. To measure the emotional responses of participants after reading
disparity information, the participants were asked to indicate their agreement with eight emotion
words. The measure had a very low reliability for both samples (α = 0.382). However,
conceptually there were three subscales; the positive items (“confident”, “happy”, and
“optimistic”), negative items (“angry”, “distressed”, and “sad’), and two culpability items
(“guilty” and “ashamed’). The positive and negative subscales had high reliability (Positive α =
0.850, Negative α = 0.866). The culpability items had low reliability (University α = 0.652) and
were analyzed separately. All items were scored on a seven point Likert scale, with a higher
score indicating a higher endorsement of the emotion after reading the paragraph. Positive
emotions were negatively correlated with negative emotions (r = -0.581), positively correlated
with guilt (r = 0.274), and not correlated with shame (r = 0.031). Negative emotions were
positively correlated with shame (r = 0.327), but not correlated with guilt (r = 0.014). Guilt and
shame were positively correlated with each other (r = 0.535).
Post-Perspective Dependent Variables.
Inclusion of Other in Self. Based on prior research, by taking the perspective of another
person, a perceiver increases their self-other overlap with that person. To measure this in the
context of gender, an Inclusion of Other in Self Scale was adapted from Aron et al. (1992).
Instead of the two circles being labeled with “Self” and “Other”, the circles were labeled “Self”
and “Men / Women”. This is a similar adaptation of the IOS as that used for the Inclusion of
Nature in self scale (Schultz, 2002) and for city based group identification (Winterich, Mittal, &
Ross, 2009). The pictures used for the scale can be found in Appendix H.
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Empathic Concern. Theoretically, an increase in self-other overlap leads to an increase in
empathy. To measure empathy, we included the Empathic Concern subscale of the Interpersonal
reactivity index (ECS; Davis, 1980; 1983). The ECS was a seven item measure that was
reworded to be used as a state measure (i.e. “I currently have tender, concerned feelings for
people less fortunate than me”). While this rewording has not been used for the IRI or its
subscales, this procedure has been show to retain internal and construct validity for other
measures (Farrar & Krcmar, 2006). The ECS had a high reliability (α = 0.888) and was scored on
a seven point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating a greater feelings of general empathy.
The full measure can be found in Appendix I.
Stereotypes / Meta-stereotypes Endorsement. A possible moderator of how the situation
affects both accuracy of expectations and self-other overlap is the endorsement of out-group
stereotypes and meta-stereotypes. Participants were given a measure composed of common
stereotypes about each gender in the workplace (Caprino, 2011; Goudreau, 2011; Robinson &
Johnson, 1997). These were presented as normal stereotypes (i.e. “I believe men lack empathy”)
and as meta-stereotypes (i.e. “Women tend to believe that men lack empathy”). Each gender had
three stereotypes and three meta-stereotypes, for a total of twelve items. Both men and women
were presented with the stereotypes / meta-stereotypes for both sexes. Together, the stereotypes
and meta-stereotypes had low reliability (α = 0.521), but were moderately reliable when
separated into groups (Stereotypes about men α = 0.720, Stereotypes about women α = 0.827,
Meta-stereotypes about men α = 0.795, Meta-stereotypes about women α = 0.723). The SMS
scale was scored on a seven point Likert scale, with a greater score indicating a greater
endorsement of the stereotype or meta-stereotype. The full list of stereotypes and corresponding
meta-stereotypes can be found in Appendix J.
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Feelings towards Men and Women. Taking the perspective of another person may affect a
participant’s feelings towards the target’s group. The feelings towards the sexes measure was a
four item scale. Two of the items addressed the participant’s own (i.e. “I do not have a favorable
attitude towards women in the workplace”) and two addressed meta-stereotypical feelings (i.e.
“Most women do not have a favorable attitude towards men in the workplace”). The items were
analyzed separately. The feelings towards the sexes items were scored on a seven point Likert
scale and reversed coded so that a greater score indicated a more favorable liking towards men or
women.
Group Identification. To measure if taking the perspective of another person has an effect
on the perceiver’s in-group identification, the collective self-esteem scale (CSES; Luhtanen &
Crocker, 1992) was included. The CSE was a 14 item measure that was modified for use with
gender groups and reworded to be used as a state measure (i.e. “Right now, my gender group
membership has very little to do with how I feel about myself”). The CSE had a high reliability (α
= 0.862) and was scored on a seven point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating a greater
feelings of identification with the participant’s gender. The full measure can be found in
Appendix K.
Helping Intentions. The helping intentions measure was included to examine whether
taking another perspective potentially had an effect on relevant behavioral intentions. This
measure was a small paragraph asking the participants if they would be willing to sign an online
petition to aid gender equality in the workplace. This procedure was adapted from the physical
petition method of recording helping intentions used in a study by North, Tarrant, and
Hargreaves (2004). The full paragraph can be found in Appendix L. Participants who indicated
their willingness to sign the petition were not actually sent to an online petition. Instead they
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were informed that this was a measure for the experiment and were given a link to a website
where they could find information on how to increase gender equality in the workplace (National
Women’s Law Center, 2015).
Results
The results of Study 1 were examined within both samples and with the combined
sample. The overall results between the two samples follow the same pattern for most analyses.
Because of this, the overall results for each analysis are presented as the combined sample, with
the more detailed contrasts are conducted with the separate samples. This allows for a more
detailed examination at the similarities and difference between the two samples.
Safety Items.
Two safety items were included in the measures to detect response sets. The first was
presented before the manipulation and was embedded within the SDO measure. The second was
given after the manipulation and was embedded within the EmC measure. For the first safety
item the participants had to select the leftmost answer (“Strongly Disagree”). For the second
safety item the participants had to select the rightmost answer (“Strongly Agree”). Of the 587
participants, 529 (89.4%) correctly answered the first safety items and 508 (85.8%) correctly
answered the second. This resulted in 489 (82.6%) participants who answered both items
correctly. There was no significant difference in the distribution of missed safety items between
the conditions. The participants who did not answer both items correctly were removed from
further analyses. Results did not differ if these participants were included in the analysis.
For the SONA university sample, 9 participants were dropped from the Female/AS
condition, 8 from the Female/IO condition, 9 from the Female/IS condition, 12 from the
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Male/AS condition, 16 from the Male/IO condition, and 15 from the Male /IS condition. For the
Mturk university sample, 3 participants were dropped from the Female/AS condition, 5 from the
Female/IO condition, 7 from the Female/IS condition, 5 from the Male/AS condition, 5 from the
Male/IO condition, and 4 from the Male/IS condition.
After the removal of the participants who missed the safety items, 93 participants
remained in the Female/AS condition, 91 in the Female/IO condition, 87 in the Female/IS
condition, 72 in the Male/AS condition, 72 in the Male/IO condition, and 73 in the Male/IS
condition. The distributions of ethnicity, US citizenship, ESL, or intent to remain in the US
workforce were not significantly different across conditions.
Model Analysis
An exploratory analysis was conducted on both the basic and complex model for the
mechanisms of perspective taking’s effect on helping intentions. This was computed in a path
analysis using Mplus 6.521 software. The basic model utilized the path from the situation
(perspective and group) to IOS to empathy to helping intentions. The proposed model did not fit
and as significantly different from the study data (χ2 (28) = 1922.093, p < 0.001). Only the path
between empathy and helping intention was significant (B = -0.102, β = -0.233, p < 0.001).
The complex model included the basic model and added the situation (perspective and
group) predicting career expectations path and the use of the SMS variables as moderators for
the situation to career expectations and situation to IOS paths. The best fit was found with using
the stereotypes against men as moderator. While this model fit the data better than the basic
model (basic model AIC: 11257.215, complex model AIC: 5793.892), it was still statistically
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different than the data itself (χ2 (13) = 73.848, p < 0.001). Neither model was an accurate
representation of the obtained data.
Dependent Variables
Three of the individual difference measures had means that significantly differed based
on the gender of the participants for the combined sample: the SDO, PTS, and the IMS. For the
SDO (F (1,483) = 25.662, p < 0.001), men (M = 2.800, SD = 1.167) had a significantly higher
mean than women (M = 2.343, SD = 1.042). For the PTS (F (1,483) = 6.891, p = 0.009), women
(M = 5.301, SD = 1.033) had a significantly higher mean than men (M = 5.051, SD = 1.069). For
IMS (F (1,483) = 15.570, p < 0.001), men (M = 5.809, SD = 1.050) had a significantly higher
mean than women (M = 5.428, SD = 1.083). These differences remained when the two samples
were examined individually. To account for these differences, the three measures were included
as control variables in later calculations.
An important level of analysis for Study 1 was for what I called the gender point of view
(POV). The two POVs are, therefore, composed of each sex’s AS condition and the opposite
sex’s IO and IS conditions. The female POV was composed of the Female participant/AS
condition as well as the two male participant conditions that utilize the female perspective
(Male/IO & Male/IS). The male POV was composed of the Male participant/AS condition as
well as the two female participant conditions that utilize the male perspective (Female/IO &
Female/IS). These POVs allowed the examination of the differences between the responses of
actual members of each sex and those of the opposite sex using the other sex’s perspective. The
summary of the conditions and the POV organization can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Conditions and gender POV
Female Participants
Male Participants
Female POV
Male POV

Female / AS
Male / AS
Female / AS
Male / AS

Female / IO
Male / IO
Male / IO
Female / IO

Female / IS
Male / IS
Male / IS
Female / IS

For the In-perspective dependent variables these POVs were investigated using eight
contrasts. The first planned contrast compared the actual female participants to the male
participants who were using female perspectives. This was done by first comparing the
Female/AS to the combined Male/IO and Male/IS conditions. The second contrast was to
determine if there was a difference between the men using the two types of female perspectives.
This was done by comparing the Male/IO to the Male/IS. Then, each condition of men using a
woman’s perspective was compared with the actual women’s condition separately. This was
done by first comparing the Female/AS to the Male/IO and then comparing the Female/AS to the
Male/IS. These contrasts were then repeated, comparing the actual male participants to the
female participants who were using male perspectives.
For the post-perspective variables, the planned comparisons focused within each sex to
detect any effects of perspective taking on the participants’ own feelings. To do this, the AS
perspective for each sex was compared with the both IO and IS conditions of the same sex
together and separately (i.e. Male/AS compared to Male/IO or Female/AS compared to the
combination of Female/AS and Female/IS). The perspectives were then compared with each
other (i.e. Male/IO compared with Male/IS).
Career Expectations. The participants answered the career expectations questions after
the manipulation and while still using their assigned perspective. A general linear model was
created for the combined sample predicting career expectations using group, perspective, and the
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group by perspective interactions. The means and standard deviations for each condition are
found in Table 3.
Table 3. Career Expectation means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.836 (1.083)
2.877 (1.489)
2.977 (1.336)
3.567 (1.589)
Women
3.617 (1.640)
5.355 (1.485)
5.835 (1.239)
4.913 (1.749)
Total
4.153 (1.543)
4.261 (1.929)
4.531 (1.918)
4.312 (1.807)

The main effect of group was significant (F (1,477) = 115.991, p < 0.001) and the main
effect for perspective was not significant (F (2,477) = 1.977, n.s.). The interaction between group
and perspective was significant F (2,477) = 104.447, p < 0.001). This indicated that the effects of
perspective taking were different for men and women. This interaction was driven by the fact
that both men and women were asked to take the perspective of the opposite gender. Given this,
more detailed analyses were conducted to investigate how these perspective compared to the
actual career expectations of the targets themselves.
Hypothesis 1a. To investigate the first hypothesis, a planned comparison was included in
the general linear model for the combined sample. This compared the male POV to the female
POV. Hypothesis 1 was supported (F (1,476) = 292.629, p < 0.001). The male POV (M = 5.371,
SD = 1.348) had a higher mean score on career expectations than the female POV (M = 3.197,
SD = 1.538). Therefore, both actual men and women using a male perspective predicted higher
career expectations than actual woman and men using a female perspective.
Hypothesis 1b. To investigate hypothesis 2, eight contrasts were included in a general
linear model for a more in-depth examination of the relationships between targets’ actual
expectations and how perceivers’ believe the targets would respond. These contrasts were
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conducted for the SONA and Mturk samples separately to gain a more detailed look at the
pattern of responses.
SONA Sample. The first contrast (Male/AS to Female/IO and Female /IS) was not
significant (F (1,203) = 3.196, n.s). The second contrast (Female/IO to Female/IS) indicated a
significant difference (F (1,203) = 8.592, p = 0.004). The third contrast (Male/AS to Female/IO)
was not significant (F (1,203) = 0.036, n.s). The fourth contrast (Male/AS to Female/IS)
indicated a significant difference (F (1,203) = 8.571, p = 0.004). The fifth contrast (Female/AS to
Male/IO and Male/IS) was not significant (F (1,203) = 3.843, n.s.). The sixth contrast (Male/IO
to Male/IS) was not significant (F (1,203) = 0.191, n.s.). The seventh (Female/AS to Male/IO)
was not significant (F (1,203) = 3.589, n.s). The eighth contrast (Female/AS to Male/IS) was not
significant (F (1,203) = 2.060, n.s.). The effects of the sexed POV on career expectation are
summarized on Figure 3.
Mturk Sample. The first contrast (Male/AS to Female/IO and Female /IS) indicated a
significant difference (F (1,267) = 17.775, p < 0.001). The second contrast (Female/IO to
Female/IS) was not significant (F (1,267) = 0.147, n.s). The third contrast (Male/AS to
Female/IO) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 12.758, p < 0.001). The fourth contrast
(Male/AS to Female/IS) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 15.210, p < 0.001). The
fifth contrast (Female/AS to Male/IO and Male/IS) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) =
11.773, p = 0.001). The sixth contrast (Male/IO to Male/IS) was not significant (F (1,267) =
0.135, n.s.). The seventh (Female/AS to Male/IO) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) =
9.608, p = 0.002). The eighth contrast (Female/AS to Male/IS) was not significant (F (1,267) =
7.368, n.s.). The effects of the sexed POV on career expectation are summarized on Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Career expectation by gender POV, SONA Sample.
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Figure 4. Career expectation by gender POV, Mturk Sample.
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The results partially supported the hypothesis. Both of the samples followed the same
overall pattern, with the only difference being the Female/IO condition. In the SONA sample the
Female/IO condition was not significantly different than the act the actual Male/AS condition,
though it did follow the predicted pattern. Overall, the IO conditions followed the expected
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pattern. The participants in the Female/IO conditions reported higher career expectations than the
participants in the Male/AS condition. The participants in the Male/IO condition, reported lower
career expectations than the participants in the Female/AS condition. However, the IS conditions
did not follow the expected pattern. The Female/IS mean was not lower than the Male/AS and
higher than the Female/AS and the Male/IS mean was not higher than the Female/AS and lower
than the Male/AS. Instead the IS conditions followed the same pattern as the IO conditions and
either produced a statistically similar effects or greater.
Beliefs about the causes of disparities. The participants answered the beliefs about the
causes of disparities measure after the manipulation and while still using their assigned
perspective. The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 4.
Table 4. Beliefs about the causes of disparities means by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.645 (1.580)
5.514 (1.340)
5.356 (1.168)
5.173 (1.417)
Women
5.468 (1.302)
3.917 (1.473)
4.328 (1.452)
4.583 (1.553)
Total
5.109 (1.483)
4.626 (1.620)
4.797 (1.422)
4.846 (1.521)

A general linear model was created for the combined sample predicting beliefs about the
causes of disparities using group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions. The
main effect of group was significant (F (1,477) = 35.010, p < 0.001) and the main effect for
perspective was significant (F (2,477) = 3.261, p = 0.039). The interaction between group and
perspective was significant F (2,477) = 37.740, p < 0.001). Men showed a higher belief in
illegitimate causes than women. However, this was confounded by the fact that the male/IO and
Male/IS conditions used a female perspective. For a more detailed analysis, eight contrasts were
included in the model.
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Hypothesis 2a. To investigate hypothesis 2a, eight contrasts were included in a general
linear model designed to test the effect of the sexed POV on beliefs about the illegitimate causes
of disparities. These contrasts were conducted for the SONA and Mturk samples separately to
gain a more detailed look at the pattern of responses.
The results did not support the hypothesis. There was no difference in the female POV,
men in both perspectives indicated the same magnitude of belief that disparities were caused by
illegitimate reasons as women. The Female/IO condition did show lower beliefs in
discrimination as the cause of disparities but the Female/IS condition did not show higher
beliefs.
SONA sample. The first contrast compared the Male/AS to the combination of Female/IO
and Female/IS, and indicated a significant difference (F (1,203) = 11.431, p = 0.001). The
second contrast compared the difference between the Female/IO and Female/IS conditions, and
was not significant (F (1,203) = 0.481, n.s.). The third contrast compared the Male/AS to the
Female/IO condition and indicated a significant difference (F (1,203) = 11.198, p = 0.001). The
fourth contrast compared the Male/AS to the Female/IS and was not significant (F (1,203) =
6.861, n.s.). These contrast were then repeated for the female POV. The Female/AS was not
significantly different from either the Male/IO or Male/IS, either alone or when compared
together. The effects of the sexed POV on Illegitimate causes are summarized on Figure 5.
Mturk Sample. The first contrast compared the Male/AS to the combination of Female/IO
and Female/IS, and was not significant (F (1,267) = 5.068, n.s.). The second contrast compared
the difference between the Female/IO and Female/IS conditions, and was not significant (F
(1,267) = 2.754, n.s.). The third contrast compared the Male/AS to the Female/IO condition and
indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 7.694, p = 0.006). The fourth contrast compared
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the Male/AS to the Female/IS and was significant (F (1,267) = 1.493, n.s.). These contrast were
then repeated for the female POV. The Female/AS was not significantly different from either the
Male/IO or Male/IS, either alone or when compared together. The effects of the sexed POV on
Illegitimate causes are summarized on Figure 6.
Figure 5. Beliefs about the causes of disparities by sexed POV, SONA sample
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Figure 6. Beliefs about the causes of disparities by sexed POV, Mturk sample
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The results did not support the hypothesis. In both the samples, there was no significant
differences between the conditions within the female POV. While the Male/IO and Male/IS. For
the SONA sample, the Female/IO condition did show lower beliefs in discrimination as the cause
of disparities but the Female/IS condition did not show higher beliefs. Whereas, both the
Female/IO and Female/IS conditions indicated lower beliefs in the Mturk sample.
Emotional Responses. Participants answered the emotional responses after the
manipulation and while still using their assigned perspective. The change in the feelings towards
men and women was compared across group, perspective, and the group by perspective
interaction.
Positive Emotions. A general linear model was created for the combined sample
predicting positive emotions using group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions.
The main effects of group (F (1,476) = 64.707, p < 0.001) and perspective (F (2,476) = 11.321, p
< 0.001) were significant, as was the group by perspective interaction (F (2,476) = 53.152, p <
0.001). The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 5. Eight
contrasts were included in a general linear model for a more in-depth examination of the
relationships between targets’ actual positive emotions and how perceivers believe the targets
would feel.
Table 5. Positive Emotion means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
3.147 (1.222)
2.509 (1.427)
2.377 (1.242)
2.678 (1.337)
Women
2.362 (1.373)
4.167 (1.384)
4.299 (1.384)
3.588 (1.639)
Total
2.707 (1.362)
3.430 (1.625)
3.422 (1.630)
3.181 (1.577)

SONA Sample. The first contrast (Male/AS to Female/IO and Female /IS) indicated a
significant difference (F (1,267) = 21.657, p < 0.001). The second contrast (Female/IO to
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Female/IS) was not significant (F (1,476) = 1.054, n.s.). The third contrast (Male/AS to
Female/IO) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 13.230, p < 0.001). The fourth contrast
(Male/AS to Female/IS) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 20.672, p < 0.001). These
contrast were then repeated for the female POV. The Female/AS was not significantly different
from either the Male/IO or Male/IS, either alone or when compared together.
Mturk Sample. The first contrast (Male/AS to Female/IO and Female /IS) indicated a
significant difference (F (1,267) = 19.733, p < 0.001). The second contrast (Female/IO to
Female/IS) was not significant (F (1,476) = 0.018, n.s.). The third contrast (Male/AS to
Female/IO) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 15.121, p < 0.001). The fourth contrast
(Male/AS to Female/IS) indicated a significant difference (F (1,267) = 15.879, p < 0.001). These
contrast were then repeated for the female POV. The Female/AS was not significantly different
from either the Male/IO or Male/IS, either alone or when compared together.
Negative Emotions. A general linear model was created for the combined sample
predicting negative emotions using group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions.
The main effect of group (F (1,476) = 43.954, p < 0.001) but was not significant for perspective
(F (2,476) = 0.146, n.s.). The group by perspective interaction was significant (F (2,476) =
58.151, p < 0.001). The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 6.
Eight contrasts were included in a general linear model for a more in-depth examination of the
relationships between targets’ actual negative emotions and how perceivers believe the targets
would feel.
Table 6. Negative Emotion means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
3.729 (1.387)
5.324 (1.339)
5.192 (1.370)
4.750 (1.540)
Women
4.893 (1.604)
3.435 (1.607)
3.433 (1.479)
3.938 (1.708)
Total
4.389 (1.616)
4.280 (1.762)
4.235 (1.675)
4.301 (1.682)
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Eight contrasts were included in a general linear model for a more in-depth examination
of the relationships between targets’ actual negative emotions and how perceivers believe the
targets would feel. None of the contrasts for the SONA sample were significant. For the Mturk
sample, two of the contrasts were significant. The fifth contrast (Female/AS to Male/IO and
Male/IS) was significant (F (1,267) = 8.0906, p = 0.003) and the seventh (Female/AS to
Male/IO) was significant (F (1,476) = 8.425, p = 0.004). The Mturk sample indicated that the
Male/IO and Male/IS overestimated the negative emotions of the Female/AS participants.
Guilt. A general linear model was created for the combined sample predicting guilt using
group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions. The main effects of group (F
(1,476) = 17.445, p < 0.001) but was not significant for perspective (F (2,476) = 2.091, n.s.). The
group by perspective interaction was significant (F (2,476) = 47.222, p < 0.001). The means and
standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 7. None of the planned contrasts in
either the SONA or Mturk sample were significant.
Table 7. Guilt means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Men
3.375 (1.699)
2.222 (1.416)
2.110 (1.524)
Women
1.979 (1.406)
3.674 (1.691)
3.874 (1.841)
Total
2.588 (1.686)
3.025 (1.728)
3.069 (1.914)

Total
2.567 (1.646)
3.152 (1.856)
2.891 (1.787)

Shame. A general linear model was created for the combined sample predicting shame
using group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions. Neither the main effect for
group (F (1,476) = 0.663, n.s.) or perspective (F (2,476) = 782, n.s.) were significant. The group
by perspective interaction was significant (F (2,476) = 6.277, p = 0.002). The means and
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standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 8. None of the planned contrasts in
either the SONA or Mturk sample were significant.
Table 8. Shame means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Men
3.712 (1.860)
3.250 (1.758)
3.219 (1.812)
Women
3.065 (1.994)
3.567 (1.774)
4.023 (1.817)
Total
3.349 (1.957)
3.426 (1.769)
3.656 (1.853)

Total
3.395 (1.817)
3.541 (1.900)
3.475 (1.863)

Imagine Other in Self. Participants answered the IOS after the manipulation and using
their own perspective instead of the perspective they were assigned. A general linear model was
created for the combined sample predicting IOS using group, perspective, and the group by
perspective interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 36.501, p < 0.001) was
significant, but the main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.806, n.s.) and the group by
perspective interaction (F (2,477) = 2.099, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard
deviations for each condition are found in Table 9. Eight contrasts were included in a general
linear model for a more in-depth examination of the relationships between targets’ actual
negative emotions and how perceivers believe the targets would feel. None of the planned
contrasts in either the SONA or Mturk sample were significant.
Table 9. IOS means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Men
4.425 (1.589)
4.431(1.727)
4.767 (1.419)
Women
3.903 (1.739)
3.418 (1.680)
3.540 (1.737)
Total
4.133 (1.690)
3.865 (1.769)
4.100 (1.709)

Total
4.541 (1.584)
3.624 (1.725)
4.033 (1.723)

Empathic Concern. The participants completed the EmC measure after the manipulation
and using their own perspective instead of the one assigned to them. The change in the EmC was
compared within the combined sample across group, perspective, and the group by perspective
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interaction. The sexed POV were not used for comparison. There was a significant difference for
the EmC mean between female and male participants (F (1,477) = 28.709, p < 0.001). There was
no difference for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.630, n.s). There was a group by perspective
interaction (F (2,477) = 5.472, p = 0.004). Contrary to what was predicted in the hypothesis, the
effects of perspective taking on EmC differed between men and women. To investigate further,
planned contrasts were included in the model. The means and standard deviations for EmC can
be found in Table 10.
Table 10. EmC means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Men
4.925 (1.987)
5.121 (1.186)
5.384 (1.097)
Women
5.891 (0.951)
5.716 (0.948)
5.792 (1.013)
Total
5.470 (1.166)
5.451 (1.097)
5.605 (1.068)

Total
5.144 (1.171)
5.800 (0.969)
5.508 (1.112)

Hypothesis 3. To investigate this hypothesis, eight contrasts were included in a general
linear model designed to test the effect of the perspective within each group on EmC. These
contrasts were conducted for the SONA and Mturk samples separately to gain a more detailed
look at the pattern of responses.
For the SONA sample, only two of the contrast were significant, the fifth and eight. The
fifth contrast (Female/AS to Female/IO and Female/IS) was significant (F (1,203) = 9.632, p =
0.002). The eighth contrast (Female/AS to Female/IS) was significant (F (1,203) = 8.796, p =
0.003). None of the contrasts for the Mturk sample were significant. The effects of group and
perspective on empathic concern for the SONA sample are summarized on Figure 7. The effects
of group and perspective on empathic concern for the Mturk sample are summarized on Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Empathic Concern by Group and Perspective, SONA sample
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Figure 8. Empathic Concern by Group and Perspective, Mturk Sample
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The results partially support the hypothesis. While not significant, the pattern for male
participants followed the predicted pattern in both the SONA and Mturk samples. Male
participants in both of the female perspective conditions reported an increase in empathy, with
the participants in the Male/IS condition reporting a greater increase than participants in the
Male/IO condition. For the SONA sample, the pattern for the female participants was the
opposite of what was predicted. Women who adopted the male perspective reported less feelings
of empathy, with the women in the IS condition reporting less empathy than in the IO condition,
though not significantly smaller. For the Mturk sample there was no significant effect for female
participants.
Stereotypes and Meta-stereotypes. The participants completed the SMS measure after
the manipulation and using their own perspective instead of the one assigned to them. The
change in the SMS was compared across group, perspective, and the group by perspective
interaction. The sexed POV were not used for comparison.
Stereotypes towards Men. A general linear model was created for the combined sample
predicting stereotypes towards men using group, perspective, and the group by perspective
interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 8.877, p = 0.003) was significant, but the
main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.806, n.s.) and the group by perspective interaction (F
(2,477) = 2.099, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard deviations for each condition
are found in Table 11. None of the planned contrasts were significant for either the SONA or
Mturk samples.
Table 11. Stereotypes about Men means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
3.486 (1.401)
3.319 (1.319)
3.310 (1.307)
3.372 (1.339)
Women
3.667 (1.193)
3.622 (1.498)
4.058 (1.272)
3.778 (1.336)
Total
3.588 (1.287)
3.488 (1.425)
3.717 (1.337)
3.597 (1.351)
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Stereotypes towards Women. A general linear model was created for the combined
sample predicting stereotypes towards women using group, perspective, and the group by
perspective interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 24.517, p < 0.001) was
significant, but the main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.329, n.s.) and the group by
perspective interaction (F (2,477) = 2.859, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard
deviations for each condition are found in Table 12. None of the planned contrasts were
significant for either the SONA or Mturk samples.
Table 12. Stereotypes about Women means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
2.576 (1.332)
2.341 (1.363)
2.226 (1.147)
2.381 (1.286)
Women
1.718 (0.941)
1.760 (1.010)
1.698 (0.921)
1.726 (0.955)
Total
2.092 (1.203)
2.019 (1.211)
1.939 (1.061)
2.018 (1.160)

Meta-stereotypes towards Men. A general linear model was created for the combined
sample predicting stereotypes towards men using group, perspective, and the group by
perspective interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 37.429, p < 0.001) was
significant, but the main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.516, n.s.) and the group by
perspective interaction (F (2,477) = 0.347, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard
deviations for each condition are found in Table 13. None of the planned contrasts were
significant for either the SONA or Mturk samples.
Table 13. Meta-stereotypes about Men means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.170 (1.169)
4.194 (1.207)
4.293 (1.239)
4.220 (1.201)
Women
4.952 (1.338)
4.864 (1.182)
4.983 (1.085)
4.932 (1.206)
Total
4.611 (1.322)
4.566 (1.235)
4.668 (1.204)
4.615 (1.254)
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Meta-stereotypes towards Women. A general linear model was created for the combined
sample predicting meta-stereotypes towards women using group, perspective, and the group by
perspective interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 24.517, p < 0.001) but the main
effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.329, n.s.) and the group by perspective interaction (F
(2,477) = 2.859, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard deviations for each condition
are found in Table 14. None of the planned contrasts were significant for either the SONA or
Mturk samples.
Table 14. Meta-Stereotypes about Women means (standard deviations) by Group and
Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.358 (1.091)
4.352 (1.128)
4.264 (1.245)
4.324 (1.153)
Women
4.177 (1.163)
4.356 (1.114)
4.477 (1.102)
4.333 (1.104)
Total
4.256 (1.132)
4.354 (1.117)
4.380 (1.127)
4.329 (1.125)

Feelings towards men and women. The participants completed the feelings towards
men and women measure after the manipulation and using their own perspective instead of the
one assigned to them. The change in the feelings towards men and women was compared across
group, perspective, and the group by perspective interaction. The sexed POV were not used for
comparison. None of the planned contrasts were significant for either the SONA or Mturk
samples.
Feelings towards Men. A general linear model was created for the combined sample
predicting feelings towards men using group, perspective, and the group by perspective
interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 15.229, p < 0.001) was significant, but the
main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 1.325, n.s.) and the group by perspective interaction (F
(2,477) = 2.558, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard deviations for each condition
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are found in Table 15. None of the planned contrasts were significant for either the SONA or
Mturk samples.
Table 15. Feelings towards Men means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.514 (1.401)
4.681 (1.319)
4.690 (1.306)
4.628 (1.339)
Women
4.333 (1.193)
4.378 (1.498)
3.943 (1.272)
4.222 (1.336)
Total
4.412 (1.287)
4.512 (1.425)
4.283 (1.337)
4.403 (1.351)

Feelings towards Women. A general linear model was created for the combined sample
predicting feelings towards women using group, perspective, and the group by perspective
interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) = 13.143, p < 0.001) was significant, but the
main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.303, n.s.) and the group by perspective interaction (F
(2,477) = 0.758, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard deviations for each condition
are found in Table 16. None of the planned contrasts were significant for either the SONA or
Mturk samples.
Table 16. Feelings towards Women means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
5.722 (1.484)
5.792 (1.635)
5.959 (1.252)
5.825 (1.461)
Women
6.430 (1.126)
6.278 (1.181)
6.437 (1.117)
6.382 (1.140)
Total
6.121 (1.338)
6.062 (1.417)
6.219 (1.201)
6.134 (1.321)

Meta-stereotypical Feelings of Men towards Women. A general linear model was
created for the combined sample predicting the meta-stereotypical feelings of men towards
women using group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions. The main effect of
group (F (1,477) = 24.937, p < 0.001) was significant, but the main effect for perspective (F
(2,477) = 1.201, n.s.) and the group by perspective interaction (F (2,477) = 0.058, n.s.) were not
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significant. The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 17. None of
the planned contrasts were significant for either the SONA or Mturk samples.
Table 17. Meta-stereotypical Feelings of Men Towards Women means (standard deviations)
by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.239 (1.482)
4.333 (1.538)
4.097 (1.654)
4.232 (1.555)
Women
3.591 (1.596)
3.467 (1.470)
3.310 (1.496)
3.459 (1.521)
Total
3.885 (1.578)
3.852 (1.557)
3.667 (1.613)
3.802 (1.582)

Meta-stereotypical Feelings of Women towards Men. A general linear model was
created for the combined sample predicting the meta-stereotypical feelings of women towards
men using group, perspective, and the group by perspective interactions. The main effect of
group (F (1,477) = 0.109, n.s.), perspective (F (2,477) = 0.546, n.s.) and the group by perspective
interaction (F (2,477) = 1.622, n.s.) were not significant. The means and standard deviations for
each condition are found in Table 18. None of the planned contrasts were significant for either
the SONA or Mturk samples.
Table 18. Meta-stereotypical Feelings of Men Towards Women means (standard deviations)
by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
Men
4.444 (1.462)
4.352 (1.455)
4.589 (1.623)
4.463 (1.512)
Women
4.688 (1.390)
4.533 (1.573)
4.344 (1.598)
4.525 (1.522)
Total
4.581 (1.423)
4.453 (1.520)
4.456 (1.609)
4.498 (1.516)

Collective Self Esteem. The participants completed the CSE measure after the
manipulation and using their own perspective instead of the one assigned to them. The change in
the CSE was compared across group, perspective, and the group by perspective interaction. The
sexed POV were not used for comparison. A general linear model was created CSE using group,
perspective, and the group by perspective interactions. The main effect of group (F (1,477) =
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16.585, p < 0.001) was significant, but the main effect for perspective (F (2,477) = 0.904, n.s.)
and the group by perspective interaction (F (2,477) = 0.123, n.s.) were not significant. The
means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 19. None of the planned
contrasts were significant for either the SONA or Mturk samples.
Table 19. CSE means (standard deviations) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Men
5.050 (0.946)
4.950 (0.939)
5.151 (0.934)
Women
5.429 (0.927)
5.315 (0.874)
5.425 (0.947)
Total
5.263 (0.951)
5.153 (0.919)
5.300 (0.948)

Total
4.628 (1.339)
4.222 (1.336)
4.403 (1.351)

Helping Intentions. The participants completed the helping intention measure after the
manipulation and using their own perspective instead of the one assigned to them. The helping
intentions was treated as count data.
Hypothesis 5. The number of people in each condition was subjected to three nonparametric tests. The first was an independent-samples Mann-Whitney U test for group. This test
was marginally significant (χ2 (1) = 3.707, p = 0.54), with women showing a greater frequency
of helping intention. The second test was an independent-samples Kruske-Wallis test for
perspective. This test was significant (χ2 (2) = 10.900, p = 0.004), with the imagine-self
perspective showing a greater frequency of helping intention. The six conditions were the
dummy coded and entered into used in an independent-samples Kruske-Wallis test for group and
perspective. This test was significant (χ2 (5) = 19.915, p = 0.001). Frequencies can be found in
Table 20.
Table 20. Helping Intention Frequencies (Cell percentages) by Group and Perspective
Actual Self
Imagine Other
Imagine Self
Total
24 (31.2%)
22 (30.5%)
26 (35.6%)
72 (33.2%)
Men
33 (35.5%)
29 (31.9%)
51 (58.6%)
113 (41.7%)
Women
57 (34.6%)
51 (31.3%)
77 (48.1%)
185 (37.9%)
Total
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These results only partially supported the hypothesis. The participants who used the IS
perspective reported a greater frequency of helping intentions than those using the AS
perspective. However, the participants in the IO conditions reported a decrease in helping
intentions relative to the participants in the AS condition. Taking the perspective of another
person only showed an increase in helping intentions when the perceiver imagined themselves as
the target.
Moderator Variables
Moderators were examined for the effect of the participants’ situation on the primary
variables used in the study (career expectation, IOS, empathy, and helping intentions). Beliefs
about the causes of disparities was included as a moderator to attempt to confirm findings from
Gramzow & Castro (2015). Three variables; Age, Ethnicity, and Stereotypes / Meta-Stereotypes,
were included as exploratory moderators for the primary variables. The moderation analyses
were conducted on the combined sample. Of primary interest was the full interaction moderation,
how the moderator affects the group by perspective interaction.
Group was dummy coded so that 0=Women, 1= Men. Perspective was dummy coded as
either Actual self (0) or using another person’s perspective (1). The beliefs about the causes of
disparity, age, and the stereotype/meta-stereotypes variables were centered for ease of
interpretations. Ethnicity was dummy coded as either Caucasian (0) or non-Caucasian (1).
Beliefs about the causes of Disparity. The beliefs about the causes of disparities scale
was included as a moderator for career expectation. For this analysis the centered mean for
beliefs about the causes of disparities was included as a third predictor in a GLM predicting
career expectations, along with group and perspective. Because the imagine-other and imagine-
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self perspectives did not significantly differ, they were combined into a single condition (OtherSelf, OS).
Hypothesis 2b. The centered mean for beliefs about the causes of disparities was
significant (F (1,477) = 24.033, p < 0.001). The interaction between the centered mean for
beliefs about the causes of disparities and group was significant (F (1,477) = 6.1594, p = 0.013)
and the interaction with perspective was marginally significant (F (2,477) = 2.895, p = 0.056).
The overall interaction between group, perspective, and beliefs about the causes of disparities
was significant (F (2,477) = 9.222, p < 0.001). The effects of the beliefs about the causes of
disparities moderation of the sexed POVs on career aspirations are summarized on Figure 9.
Figure 9. Beliefs about the causes of disparities moderation on Career Expectations.
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The moderation did not follow the hypothesized pattern. There was no difference in how
beliefs about the causes of disparities affected the career expectation of participants in the IO and
IS conditions. Even when IO and IS conditions were included together, none of the predicted
patterns emerged. Women using a male perspective who believed men attributed gender
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disparities to illegitimate causes did not show higher career expectations. Men using the
women’s perspective did show the hypothesized pattern, the more they believed that women
attribute the beliefs about the causes of disparities, the lower they estimated their career
expectations. In contrast with previous research (Gramzow & Castro, 2015) women using their
own perspective and had higher beliefs that disparities were caused by illegitimate reasons did
not show higher career expectations.
Age. For the Mturk sample, age was explored as a moderator for the dependent variables.
The SONA sample was not included in this analysis due to a narrow range and low variability
for age (18-23 years, SD = 0.794). For this analysis the centered mean for age was included in a
regression predicting the dependent variables. Also included were the dummy coded variables
for group , perspective, and their interactions with each other and age. Age did not moderate any
of the primary variable interactions. However, older participants indicated overall lower career
expectations than younger participants (B = -0.40, β = -0.25, p = 0.006).
Ethnicity. For this analysis, the dummy coded ethnicity variable was included in a
regression predicting the dependent variables. Also included were the dummy coded variables
for group , perspective, and their interactions with each other and ethnicity. Ethnicity did not
moderate any of the primary variable interactions.
Stereotypes and Meta-Stereotypes. For this analysis, the four SMS variables were
analyzed separately. The SMS variables were centered and included in a regression predicting
the dependent variables. Also included were the dummy coded variables for group , perspective,
and their interactions with each other and SMS variables. Each of the SMS variables was run
separately, and three of the SMS variables showed moderation for the full group by perspective
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interaction (meta-stereotypes about men, meta-stereotypes about women, and stereotypes about
women). Stereotypes about men did not show any moderation for the primary variables.
Meta-stereotypes about men towards women. This variable showed a full moderation of
the group by perspective interaction for career expectation and no other primary variables. The
interaction term was significant (B = -0.584, β = -0.221, p = 0.009). The full moderation is
summarized in Figure 10. Female participants using a male perspective show a greater increase
in career expectations as their Meta-stereotypes about men increase than do actual male
participants. Male participants show the same pattern, the more they believe that men have
stereotypes about women the greater their career expectations when using a female perspective.
Actual women show little difference in their career expectations based on their meta-stereotypes
about men.
Figure 10. Moderation of meta-stereotypes about men towards women on the group by
perspective interaction for career expectation
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Meta-stereotypes about women towards men. This variable showed a full moderation of
the group by perspective interaction for empathy and no other primary variables. The interaction
term was significant (B = -0.443, β = -0.257, p = 0.015). The full moderation is summarized in
Figure 11. Male participants showed that as their belief that that women had stereotypes about
men increases, empathy increased regardless of they used their own or a female perspective.
Female participants showed a different pattern. Women that indicated a higher belief that women
have stereotypes about men showed decreased empathy. Women that used the male perspective
showed little change between low belief and high belief in meta-stereotypes about women.
Figure 11. Moderation of meta-stereotypes about women towards men on the group by
perspective interaction on empathy
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Stereotypes about women. This variable showed a full moderation of the group by
perspective interaction for career expectations and no other primary variables. The interaction
term was significant (B = 0.765, β = 0.294, p = 0.001). The full moderation is summarized in
Figure 12. Female participants that have high stereotypes about women showed an increase in
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their career expectations compared to women with low stereotypes about women. Men using a
female perspective showed the opposite pattern. As their endorsements of stereotypes about
women increased the lower their career expectations when using a female perspective. Male
participants using their own perspectives showed a slight increase in career expectations when
showing greater stereotypes towards women. Women using a male perspective showed a slight
decrease.
Figure 12. Moderation of stereotype about women on the group by perspective
interaction on career expectations
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Control Variables
Five individual difference measures were presented to the participants prior to the
perspective taking manipulation: The HRS, SDO, SZS, PTS, and IMS. The SDO was split into
two subscales; Domination (SDO-D) and Egalitarianism (SDO-E). The internal reliability and
the grand means were calculated for each measure. Each of the means was used as the predicted
variable in a general linear model for the combined sample including group, perspective, and the
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group by perspective interaction as predictors. The Cronbach’s α, means, standard deviations, F,
and p values for each of the measures can be found in Table 21.
Table 21. Statistics for individual difference measures used as control variables
Group
Perspective
Group*Perspective
Measure
α
Mean (SD)
F
p
F
P
F
p
HRS
0.857 3.999 (0.938)
0.259
n.s.
0.297
n.s.
2.145
n.s.
SDO
0.924 2.547 (1.121) 25.662 <0.001 1.390
n.s.
1.183
n.s.
SDO-D 0.907 2.595 (1.287) 29.605 <0.001 1.684
n.s.
1.097
n.s.
SDO-E 0.897 5.504 (1.222) 15.169 <0.001 1.518
n.s.
0.948
n.s.
SZS
0.710 3.616 (1.393)
0.057
n.s.
0.978
n.s.
0.307
n.s.
PTS
0.846 5.190 (1.056)
6.891
0.009 0.395
n.s.
0.694
n.s.
IMS
0.683 5.598 (1.084) 15.570 <0.001 0.609
n.s.
1.780
n.s.
Note. SDO-E was reversed coded when included in the total SDO mean.
Study 1 Discussion
The results of Study 1 indicated mixed confirmation of the hypotheses. As predicted,
participants with the male POV had higher career expectations than participants using the female
POV. In the more detailed analysis of the career expectations, it was seen that the different
perspectives did not follow the pattern predicted by hypothesis 2. Women who adopted a man’s
perspective reported higher career expectations than actual men. However contrary to the
hypothesis, in the Mturk sample the imagine-self perspective yielded higher career expectations
than the imagine-other perspective. In the SONA sample, there was no difference between the
actual male condition and the Female Imagine other condition. Men taking a woman’s
perspective reported lower career expectations than women actually reported. However, there
was no difference between the IO and IS perspectives. For the beliefs about the causes of
disparities, women taking a man’s perspective indicated a lower belief in illegitimate causes than
actual men for both the SONA and Mturk samples. However, men taking a woman’s perspective
indicated similar beliefs in the illegitimacy of gender wage disparities as did actual women. This
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may be caused by the paragraph itself. The gender-wage gap is a well-known phenomenon and
has many vocal opponents. The male participants may be more familiar with how women see the
gender-wage gap and its causes. Women make up the largest proponents for wage equality and
the average person may have less of an idea of how men view the causes of the gender-wage
gap.
Unlike previous research (Batson et al., 1997), taking the perspective of another person
did not necessarily increase general empathy. Men showed the hypothesized pattern, both
perspectives increased empathy, with the imagine-self perspective showing the greatest increase.
Women in the Mturk sample showed no change in empathy, while Women in the SONA sample
showed an opposite pattern of their male counterparts. After taking the perspective of a man,
they reported a decrease in empathy, with the imagine-self perspective being descriptively
(though not significantly) lower than the imagine-other perspective. A possible explanation for
this unexpected result is in the empathy measure used in the survey. The ECS is a general
measure of empathy and does not measures the feelings of empathy for a specific group. Women
were taking the perspective of a group who has an advantage over their group within the
presented situation (gender disparities in the work place). The decreased empathy in the
perspective conditions may be directed towards men as the aggressors of sex based disparities,
whereas men’s increase empathy is directed towards women as the victims of disparities. This is
further supported by the helping intentions measure. As empathy and helping behavior is linked
(Batson, Duncan, Ackerman, Buckley, & Birch, 1981). If the women’s decrease in empathy after
taking a perspective is general and not directed towards men, there should be a corresponding
decrease in helping intentions. The opposite was found in the current study. Women who used
the imagine-self perspective reported the greatest willingness to sign a petition to help combat
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inequality in the workplace. An alternate explanation of these results may be that, by adopting
the perspective of another person, we also adopt some of their perceived traits. For example, men
are stereotyped as being less empathic. When a woman adopts a man’s perspective, she may also
adopt his lack of empathy. The lower empathy in the IO and IS condition for women, could be
driven by this adoption of men’s lack of empathy, rather than an actual decrease in the individual
woman’s empathy.
An interesting finding arose from the exploratory moderation analysis for stereotypes
against women. Unsurprisingly, when men who show greater endorsements of stereotypes about
women use a women’s perspective, they indicate lower career expectations than men who have
less stereotypes. However, women with higher stereotypes against women, show a large increase
in their career expectations relative to women with less endorsement of stereotypes. This
increase puts them on par with the career expectations of men that are biased against women.
This may be an example of defensive attribution. A woman with higher stereotypes against
women may see herself as different than other women she has stereotypes about who will not
make it in the workplace. Since, she is different she will not suffer the same biases as other
women and her career expectations will be as higher.
A major influencing factor of these results may be the choice of topic. The use of the
gender-wage gap may not have instilled feelings of threat in the participants. It is possible that
women are so accustomed to gender based disparities that the mere presentation of the
information does not evoke feelings of threat. Instead the information can be accepted as a
normal part of everyday life or possible be seen as a challenge to be overcome. Findings from the
meta-stereotype analysis support this idea. When women have a higher belief that men are
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stereotyped against women (indicating a belief in a more biased workplace) their own personal
career expectations are the same as women who have lower meta-stereotypes.
Different manipulations could invoke stronger feelings of threat and social disadvantage.
For example, asking participants to write a paragraph describing a time they felt threatened
because of their gender or asking them to write about a situation they believe would be
threatening to a person of the opposite gender. This modification could increase the feelings of
threat and provide useful information about what men and women see as threatening to their
gender and what they believe is threatening to the opposite gender.
When using the gender-wage gap as the threatening situation, it implies a historical
hierarchy that may complicate the data. The wage gap is a possibly threatening situation imposed
on women and is a beneficial situation imposed by men. It is difficult to unravel the interaction
between the perspective taking manipulation, cultural background, and social hierarchies
inherent to the situation. The second study seeks to disentangle this by using two groups with
nominally equal societal power and a threating situation caused by a third party rather than
directly by one of the groups.
Study 2

The second study examined how taking the perspective of a person with a different
political view affected expectations of the future quality of life and feelings towards the opposing
party. By using political parties, the effects of perspective taking could be observed without a
social hierarchy and established advantageous/disadvantageous relationship already in place.
Study 2 served to elaborate and confirm the results found in Study 1.
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Hypotheses
The effects of threating information, perspective taking, and political parties, outlined
above lead to several hypotheses. Below are the primary hypotheses for the focal dependent
measures: personal quality of life expectations, US quality of life expectations, willingness to
compromise, feelings towards political parties, empathy, and helping intentions.
Hypothesis 1a: Based on the results of the Study 1, there will be an interaction between
paragraph and perspective. Participants with a beneficial POV (AS/benefit and IS/threat) will
have higher personal quality of life expectations than those with a threatening POV (AS/threat
and IS/benefit). This pattern will be the same for both Democrat and Republican participants.
Hypothesis 1b: The interaction between paragraph and perspective on personal quality of
life expectations will have a similar pattern to the results of Study1 for personal expectations.
When the participants read a threatening paragraph (AS/threat) they will report lower personal
quality of life expectations than participants in the benefit condition (AS/benefit). Participants
who are using the perspective of the other group when threatened (IS/benefit) will report lower
quality of life expectations than the actual target group (AS/threat). Participants who are using
the perspective of the other group when benefited (IS/threat) will report lower quality of life
expectations than the actual target group (AS/benefit). This pattern will be the same for both
Democrat and Republican participants.
Hypothesis 1c: The US quality of life expectations will show a similar pattern to personal
expectations. However, Republican participants have reported greater amounts of patriotism
(Bealey, 1999; Karasawa, 2002; Morales, 2010; Schatz, Staub, & Lavine, 1999). Because of this,
Republican participants will show greater magnitude of effects of the paragraph condition.
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Republicans using their own perspective while reading threatening information
(Republican/AS/threat) will show lower US quality of life expectations than Democrats using
their own perspective while reading threatening information (Democrat/AS/threat). Republicans
using their own perspective while reading beneficial information (Republican/AS/benefit) will
show higher US quality of life expectations than Democrats using their own perspective while
reading threatening information (Democrat/AS/benefit).
Hypothesis 2a: Participants will have more positive feelings towards their own political
party than towards the opposing party. This pattern will be the same for both Democrat and
Republican participants.
Hypothesis 2b: There will be an interaction between paragraph and perspective for liking
of political parties. Taking the perspective of another person increases the liking towards that
person and towards the out-group that he or she belongs (Vorauer & Quesnel, 2013). In the
beneficial paragraph condition, the feelings towards the participants’ own and opposing party
will be higher if they use the IS perspective than if they use the AS perspective. Study 1 found
that women, as the threatened party, reported a decrease in empathy, but an increase in helping
behavior. This may be because the negative effect of perspective taking was limited toward the
group who had the advantaged in the situations. Therefore, in the threatening paragraph
condition, the feelings towards the participant’s own party will be higher for the IS perspective
than the AS perspective and the feelings towards the opposing party will be lower for the IS
condition than for the AS condition. This pattern will be the same for both Democrat and
Republican participants.
Hypothesis 3a: Halperin, Porat, and Wohl, (2013) found that the willingness of a group
to compromise increases when threatened. When a group is threatened by a more advantaged
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group and takes that groups perspective, the perceivers’ willingness to compromise increases.
This serves as a way for the disadvantaged group to gain some benefit out of a situation where
they otherwise would get none. There will be an interaction between paragraph and perspective
on willingness to compromise. Willingness to compromise will be higher for participants taking
the perspective of the opposing party in the threatening paragraph (IS/threat) condition than for
participants using their own perspective (AS/threat). The willingness to compromise will be
lower for participants taking the perspective of the opposing party in the beneficial paragraph
condition (IS/benefit) than for participants using their own perspective (AS/benefit). This pattern
will be the same for both Democrat and Republican participants.
Hypothesis 3b: Because the threatened groups are willing to compromise, they may see
the advantaged group as less willing. The participants will show the opposite pattern for the
interaction between paragraph and perspective for the belief that the opposing party will be
willing to compromise. The belief that the other group will compromise will be lower for
participants taking the perspective of the opposing party in the threatening paragraph (IS/threat)
condition than for participants using their own perspective (AS/threat). The belief that the other
group will compromise will be higher for participants taking the perspective of the opposing
party in the beneficial paragraph condition (IS/benefit) than for participants using their own
perspective (AS/benefit). This pattern will be the same for both Democrat and Republican
participants.
Hypothesis 4: Based on the results of Study 1, there will be an interaction between
perspective and paragraph. Women, as the threatened group, reported a decrease in empathy.
Men, as the benefited group, showed an increase in empathy. Empathic concern will increase
after taking the perspective of the opposing party in the beneficial paragraph conditions and will
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decrease after taking the perspective of the opposing party in the threatening paragraph
conditions.
Hypothesis 5: Based on the results of Study 1, there will be an interaction between
perspective and paragraph. Study one focused on the helping intentions towards women as the
threatened group. Men and women indicated higher helping intentions after taking using the IS
perspective. For Study 2, the helping intentions will always be focused on an opposing party
member. Therefore, much like how men showed an increase in helping intentions to the
threatened group, helping intentions in Study 2 will increase after taking the perspective of the
opposing party in the beneficial paragraph conditions. Based on the decreased empathy showed
by women as the threatened group in Study 1 and the similarities in how empathy and helping
intentions are affected by perspective taking, there will be a decrease in helping intentions after
taking the perspective of the opposing party in the threatening paragraph conditions
Study 2 Methods

Participants
Five hundred eleven participants were recruited from Mturk. The target sample size was
computed a priori using the statistical software Gpower. The mean age of the participants was
35.669 years (SD = 11.854), with a range of 18-78 years. The participants were almost evenly
split between men (46.6%) and women (53.4%). Seventy-nine percent of the participants
identified as Caucasian (79.4%), 9.9% as African American, 6.8% as Asian, 5.8% as Hispanic,
2.7% as Native American, 0.4% Pacific Islander, and 4.7% identified as two or more races. The
majority of participants were United States citizens (97.6%), spoke English as a first language
(97.7%), and had graduated college (55.1%). The participants were compensated $1 for their
participation.
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The participants were assigned one of eight conditions based on their political
identification (Democrat/Republican), randomly assigned paragraph (Benefit/Threat), and
randomly assigned perspective (AS or IS). The political identification included those who selfidentified as Democrat or Republican, as well as participants who identified as Independent with
Democrat or Republican leanings. For the Democrat participants: 86 were in the Beneficial/AS
condition, 84 were in Beneficial/IS, 89 were in Threat/AS, and 84 were in Threat/IS. For the
Republican participants: 41 were in the Beneficial/AS condition, 40 were in Beneficial /IS, 41
were in Threat/AS, and 44 were in Threat/IS. There was no difference in the distribution of
ethnicity, US citizenship, ESL, or education level across the conditions.
Political Identification. The participants were asked which political party they most
identified with and could choose either Democrat, Republican, or Independent. Two hundred
fifty-nine participants identified as Democrats, 118 identified as Republicans, and 134 identified
as Independents. Participants who identified as Independent were prompted with a second
question asking if their political views were better represented by the Democratic or Republican
Party. This question was answered on a six-point semantic differential scale, with Democrat and
Republican as its endpoints. The Independent participants were divided by a median split; 85
participants were classified as Democratic leaning Independents and 49 were classified as
Republican leaning Independents. These Independents were then added to the participants who
directly identified with the Democrat or Republican parties, resulting in 219 Democrat leaning
and 167 Republican leaning participants.
Political Involvement. The participants were asked three questions about their prior
involvement in the political process. There were three questions that asked if the participants had
voted in the “last presidential election”, the “last primary election”, and the “last local
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election”. The participants either answered “Yes”, “No”, or “No due to age or other
circumstances”. There was no significant difference between the political parties, paragraph, and
perspective conditions or the interactions for the presidential elections (χ2 (14) = 12.638),
primary elections (χ2 (14) = 13.747), and local elections (χ2 (14) = 21.279).
Individual Difference Measures.
For Study 2, the Hong Reactance Scale (HRS) and the Individual Mobility Scale (IMS)
were removed. Both measures showed no significant effects in the first study and were removed
in favor of additional in-perspective and post-perspective measures. The second study used a
newly devised measure of Social Dominance Theory (Ho, Sidanius, Keily, & Stewart, 2015)
designed to address the valence issues present in the subscales of the original SDO. This new
measure, known as SDO7 is a twenty item measures (α = 0.944). To address the valence issues
the SDO7 used four pro-dominance (e.g. “Some groups must be kept in their place”), four
reverse coded anti-dominance (e.g. “No one group should dominate society”), five reverse coded
pro-egalitarian (e.g. “Group equality should be our ideal”), and five anti-egalitarian (e.g. “It is
unjust to try and make groups equal”). The complete measure can be found in Appendix M. The
perspective taking scale (PTS) and Short belief in a Zero Sum game (SZS) were included
unchanged. The order of the measures and the order of the questions within each was
randomized.
In-Perspective Measures.
Quality of Life. Two quality of life measures were included in the survey. The first was
to gain insight into how the participants’ expectations were affected by politics. Instead of using
career expectations as in Study 1, personal quality of life expectations was used. Because politics
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affects the country as a whole, an additional measure was used to address quality of life
expectations for the United States as a whole. The measure for future personal quality of life
expectations was based on the career aspirations measure used in Gramzow & Castro (2015).
This measure asked “How does the information in the paragraph I read affect my personal future
prospects”, then indicating “Financially”, “Family Life”, and “Personal Safety”. This US
quality of life expectations measure asked “How does the information in the paragraph I read
affect the future prospects of the United States in the following domains”, then indicating
“Economy”, “Society and Culture”, “Crime”, and “National Security”.
Emotional Response. The emotional response measure was similar to that used in Study
1. The positive and negative emotions were retained but the culpability emotions (guilt and
shame) were removed. In addition, two sets of emotions were included threat (Fearful, Anxious,
Worried) and challenge (Eager, Excited, Hopeful).
Political Beliefs. The participants were presented with six political topics and were asked
to rate their agreement to the question “How much do I support the following issues?” The
topics used were abortion rights, gun control, Muslim legislation, immigration policies, LGBT
legislation, and climate change. Three of the topics were presented in a traditionally conservative
point of view: “Pro-life abortion laws”, “Looser gun control policies”, and “Legislation to
combat Muslim influence”. Three were presented in a traditionally liberal point of view “Looser
immigration policies”, “Pro-LGBT legislation”, and “Legislation to combat climate change”.
The order of the topics was randomized.
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Post-Perspective Measures.
Study 2 included the same ECS and CSES that were used in Study 1. For Study 2, the
CSE was modified for use with Political parties instead of gender. Both measures were highly
reliable (ECS α = 0.911, CSES (α = 0.903).
Feelings towards Political Parties. The participants were asked to indicate their feelings
towards the two major political parties. The two questions were scored on a 100-point sliding
scale, with a higher score indicating greater liking towards the political party. The slider began at
the 50-point mark. Overall, the feelings towards Democrats and Republicans had a moderate
negative correlation (r = -.432).
Political Compromise. Political compromise was a six item measure divided into two
subscales. The Compromise-Other subscale was three questions and asked the participants
willingness to compromise with the opposing party (i.e. I would be willing to listen to a
(Democrat/Republican)'s point of view on political matters). The Other-with-Self Compromise
subscale was three questions and asked the participant’s belief that a member of the other party
would compromise with them (i.e. A (Democrat/Republican) would be willing to consider my
point of view before making a relevant political decision). Both of the subscales had high
reliability (Compromise-other α = 0.896, Other-with-Self Compromise α = 0.952). The items
were presented in order and can be found in Appendix N.
Stereotypes and Meta-stereotypes. The SMS measure was composed of 16 colloquial
stereotypes about the major political parties. Four for each party were presented as normal
stereotypes (i.e. “I believe that Republicans are anti-intellectual”) and four were presented as
meta-stereotypes (i.e. “Democrats tend to think that Republicans are anti-intellectual”). This
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resulted in four groups of four items each. Both Democrats and Republicans were presented with
the stereotypes / meta-stereotypes for both political parties. The order of the four groups was
randomized and the order of each question with the groups were randomized. A factor analysis
of the items yielded three groups used for later analyses; Stereotypes for Democrats (α = 0.848),
Stereotypes for Republicans (α = 0.871), and Meta-stereotyping (α = 0.845). Stereotypes for
Democrats and Republicans were negatively correlated with each other (r = -0.482) but were
positively correlated with Meta-stereotypes (Democrat r = 0.146, Republican r = 0.282). The full
list of stereotypes and corresponding meta-stereotypes can be found in Appendix O. The factor
analysis can be found in Appendix P.
Helping Intentions. A more detailed measure of helping intentions was included in
Study 2. This measure was a small vignette in which a neighbor of the participant has fallen on
hard times. This neighbor was identified as being from the party opposing the participant’s own
political party. After the vignette, the participants were asked how much time, effort, or money
they would be willing to expend to help their neighbor. The three items were scored on a 100point sliding scale, with the slider staring at the 0 point. A higher score indicating a greater
willingness to help. The helping intention items had a high internal reliability (α = 0.897). The
full vignette can be found in Appendix Q.
Study 2 Results
Safety Items.
The inclusion and placement of the Safety items was unchanged from Study 1. Of the 511
participants, 492 (96.9%) correctly answered the first safety question and 496 (98.6%) correctly
answered the second. This resulted in 485 (96.4%) participants who answered both items
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correctly. There was no significant difference in the distribution of missed safety items between
the conditions. The participants who did not answer both items correctly were removed from
further analyses. Results did not differ if these participants were included in the analysis.
Removing the participants who missed the safety items yielded 330 Democrat leaning
participants: 85 were in the Advantage/AS condition, 79 were in Advantage/IS, 84 were in
Disadvantage/AS, 82 were in Disadvantage/IS. After the safety questions there were 155
Republican leaning participants: 39 were in the Advantage/AS condition, 38 were in
Advantage/IS, 36 were in Disadvantage/AS, 42 were in Disadvantage/IS. The distributions of
ethnicity, US citizenship, ESL, and education level were not significantly different across the
conditions. Age was significantly different across the political parties and was included as a
moderator variable in later analyses.
Dependent Variables
Three of the individual difference had means that significantly differed based on the
political party of the participants. For the SDO (F (1,500) = 139.812, p < 0.001), Republicans (M
= 3.448, SD = 1.242) had a significantly higher mean than Democrats (M = 2.156, SD = 1.109).
For SZS (F (1,500) = 11.299, p = 0.021), Democrats (M = 3.695, SD = 1.422) had a significantly
higher mean than Republicans (M = 3.376, SD = 1.494). For PT (F (1,500) = 21.368, p < 0.001),
Democrats (M = 5.478, SD = 0.912) had a significantly higher mean than Republicans (M =
5.049, SD = 1.101). To account for these differences, the three measures were included as control
variables in later calculations.
An important level of analyses for Study 2 was for what I called the Advantaged and
Disadvantaged POVs for each political party. These POVs focused on each disparity type
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(Advantage & Disadvantage) and compared each political party’s actual point of view
(Democrat/AS & Republican/AS) to that of the opposing party using the perspective of the other
party (Democrat/IS & Republican/IS). The Democratic POV for beneficial situations compared
actual Democrats reading a paragraph beneficial to Democrats (Democrat/AS/Advantage) to
Republicans using a Democrat’s perspective while reading a paragraph beneficial to Democrats
(Republican/IS/Disadvantage). The Democratic POV for threatening situations compared actual
Democrats reading a paragraph threatening to Democrats (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage) to
Republicans using a Democrat’s perspective while reading a paragraph threatening to Democrats
(Republican/IS/Advantage). These comparisons were then repeated, comparing actual
Republicans to Democrats using the Republican perspective. The summary of the conditions and
the POV organization can be found in Table 22.
Table 22. Conditions and Party POV
Democratic POV
Republican POV

Advantage
Disadvantage
Advantage
Disadvantage

Democrat / AS / Advantage
Democrat / AS / Disadvantage
Republican / AS / Advantage
Republican / AS / Disadvantage

Republican / IS / Disadvantage
Republican / IS / Advantage
Democrat / IS / Disadvantage
Democrat / IS / Advantage

For the dependent variables these POVs were investigated using two sets of four
contrasts, for a total of eight planned contrasts. For the in-perspective DVs, the first set examined
how one party differed from the opposing party that was using their point of view, while reading
an advantaged or disadvantaged paragraph. The first planned contrast compared actual
Democrats who were reading a paragraph that was beneficial to Democrats
(Democrat/AS/Advantage) to Republicans reading a paragraph that indicated an advantage to
Democrats while using a Democrat’s perspective (Republican/IS/Disadvantage). The second
planned contrast compared actual Democrats who were reading a paragraph that was indicating a
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disadvantage for Democrats (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage) to Republicans reading a paragraph
that was indicating a disadvantage to Democrats while using a Democrat’s perspective
(Republican/IS/Advantage). Together these contrasts are the Democrat Point of View contrasts
(DPOV). These comparisons were then repeated, comparing actual Republicans to Democrats
using the Republican Point of View (RPOV).
All of the post-perspective measures asked the participants to use their own perspective
and the contrasts were designed to examine the after effects of perspective taking. Therefore,
cross-party contrasts would not be fruitful. For the post-perspective DVs, the first set of contrasts
were performed within political party and compared the participants who used their own
perspective with the participants who adopted the perspective of the opposing party. These
contrasts were conducted for both the advantaged and disadvantaged paragraphs. The first
planned contrast compared Democrats who used their own perspective to those who used the
perspective of a Republican while reading an advantage paragraph (Democrat/AS/Advantage,
Democrat/IS/Advantage). The second planned contrast compared Democrats who used their own
perspective to those who used the perspective of a Republican while reading the disadvantage
paragraph (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage). These comparisons were
then repeated, comparing Republicans who used their own perspective to Republicans that used a
Democratic perspective for the advantage and disadvantage paragraph.
Both the in-perspective and post-perspective DVs used the same second set of contrasts.
This set was designed to examine the different effects of reading about advantaged or
disadvantaged information. Each of these contrasts compared two conditions that shared a
political party and perspective, but differed on paragraph. For example, the effect of advantaged
or disadvantaged information for Democrats using their own perspective compared the
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Democrat/AS/Advantage condition to the Democrat/AS/Disadvantage condition. The effect of
advantaged or disadvantaged information for Democrats using a Republican perspective
compared the Democrat/IS/Advantage condition to the Democrat /IS/Disadvantage condition.
These two contrasts were known as the DDIFF contrasts. These comparisons were then repeated
for the difference advantaged or disadvantaged paragraphs for Republicans AS and IS conditions
(RDiff).
Quality of Life Expectations. The participants answered the Quality of life expectations
questions after the manipulation and while still using their assigned perspective. The expectation
means were used as predicted variables in general linear models including group, perspective,
disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors. The models controlled for SDO, SZS,
and PT.
Personal Expectations. The three items were averaged together for a personal
expectation mean (M = 4.142, SD = 1.209). The means and standard deviations for each
condition can be found in Table 23. The F and p values for each of the main effects and
interactions can be found in Table 24.
Table 23. Personal Expectation means (standard deviations) by Group, Perspective, Disparity
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
4.202 (1.053)
4.567 (1.321)
Advantage
4.581 (0.860)
3.241 (1.255)
Republican
Disadvantage
3.764 (0.841)
4.682 (1.120)
Advantage
4.285 (0.808)
3.708 (1.344)
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Table 24. GLM for Personal Expectation, main effects and interactions
df
F
Group
1
0.175
Disparity
1
11.584
Perspective
1
1.938
Group*Disparity
1
1.215
Group*Perspective
1
9.959
Disparity*Perspective
1
56.642
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.557
Error
492

p
n.s.
0.001
n.s.
n.s.
0.002
<0.001
n.s.

Hypothesis 1a. To investigate the first hypothesis, a planned comparison was included in
the GLM comparing groups that were told they had an advantage (Democrat/AS/Advantage,
Republican/AS/Advantage) and groups taking on the perspective of the advantaged group
(Republican/IS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) to groups who were told they had a
disadvantage (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/AS/Disadvantage) and groups who were
using the perspective of the disadvantaged group (Republican/IS/Advantage,
Democrat/IS/Advantage). The result supported the hypothesis (F (1,492) = 56.642, p < 0.001).
Participants who were in a group presented with advantage information or who were taking the
perspective of a group that was advantaged had a higher mean quality of life expectations (M =
4.546. SD = 1.071) than groups who were disadvantaged or groups who were using the
perspective of a group who was advantaged (M = 3.732. SD = 1.205). This indicated initial
evidence that the relative disadvantage or advantage of a group can affect the outcome of their
perspective taking. To further investigate this finding, the DDIFF contrasts and RDIFF contrasts
were included in the GLM model.
The difference between beneficial and threatening paragraphs extended to the individual
contrasts. The first contrast (Democrat/AS/Advantage and Democrat/AS/Disadvantage) was
significant (F (1,492) = 5.472, p = 0.020). The second contrast (Democrat/IS/Advantage and
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Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 61.153, p < 0.001). The third contrast
(Republican/AS/Advantage and Republican/AS/Disadvantage) was marginally significant (F
(1,492) = 3.683, p = 0.056). The fourth contrast (Republican/IS/Advantage and
Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 15.453, p < 0.001).
Hypothesis 1b. To investigate this hypothesis, eight contrasts were included in the general
linear model designed to examine the relationships between the personal quality of life
expectations for participants reading advantaged or disadvantaged information and participants
who read the same information but used the perspective of the opposing party. While the overall
pattern was significant and followed the pattern found in Study 1, only one of the contrasts was
significant. The fourth contrast (Republican/AS/threat, Democrat/IS/benefit) was significant (F
(1,492) = 8.221, p = 0.004). When using the perspective of the opposing parties, disadvantaged
groups overestimate the expectations of the advantaged group while advantaged groups
underestimate the expectations of the disadvantaged groups.
When these contrasts are collapsed across party the pattern remains the same. The POVAdvantage contrast (AS/Advantage and IS/Disadvantage) followed the predicted pattern but was
not significant (F (1,496) = 0.953, n.s). The POV-Disadvantage contrast (AS/Disadvantage and
IS/Advantage) followed the predicted pattern and was significant (F (1,496) = 21.894, p <
0.001). The differences between the actual perspective and the imagined perspective for the two
paragraphs are summarized on Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Personal expectation means by Perspective and Paragraph.
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United States Expectations. The four items were averaged together for a personal
expectation mean (M = 4.181, SD = 1.397). The means and standard deviations for each
condition can be found in Table 25.
Table 25. United States Expectation means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and
Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
4.174 (1.319)
4.694 (1.310)
Advantage
4.776 (0.864)
2.967 (1.489)
Republican
Disadvantage
3.768 (1.113)
5.099 (0.953)
Advantage
4.390 (0.946)
3.575 (1.511)

Hypothesis 1c. To investigate this hypothesis, the US quality of life expectations mean
was used as the predicted variable in a general linear model including group, perspective,
disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors. The F and p values for each of the
main effects and interactions can be found in Table 26.
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Table 26. GLM for United States Expectation, main effects and interactions
df
F
Group
1
1.342
Disparity
1
20.262
Perspective
1
2.375
Group*Disparity
1
0.190
Group*Perspective
1
15.598
Disparity*Perspective
1
90.797
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.413
Error
492

p
n.s.
<0.001
n.s.
n.s.
<0.001
<0.001
n.s.

The hypothesis was not supported. Group, the group by threat interaction, and the group
by paragraph by perspective interaction were all non-significant. The patterns of means and
contrasts for United States expectations are the same for the personal expectations. There was no
difference between the parties in how they reacted to advantaged or disadvantaged information.
To investigate these findings further, eight contrasts were included in the general linear model.
The first set of contrasts were designed to examine the relationships between the US
quality of life expectations for participants reading advantaged or disadvantaged information and
participants who read the same information but used the perspective of the opposing party. Only
one of the contrasts was significant and one was marginally significant. The second contrast
(Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Advantage) was marginally significant (F (1,492) =
3.717, p = 0.054). The fourth contrast (Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage)
was significant (F (1,492) = 14.581, p < 0.001).
The second set of contrasts were designed to examine the differences between the
beneficial and threatening information for both parties with both perspectives. The fifth contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Democrat/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 10.558, p <
0.001). The sixth contrast (Democrat/IS/Advantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was significant
(F (1,492) = 85.509, p < 0.001). The seventh contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
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Republican/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 4.267, p = 0.039). The eight contrast
(Republican/IS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 31.427, p
< 0.001).
These contrast indicate that there is no difference between actual Democrats and actual
Republicans. The difference in means for the Advantage and Disadvantage conditions were
almost identical (0.60 for Democrats, 0.62 for Republicans), Republicans did not react more
strongly to disadvantage information than Democrats. However, when participants used the
perspective of the opposing party the predicted pattern emerged. Democrats thought that
Republicans would have a much stronger reaction when disadvantaged, relative to when
advantaged. Republicans thought that Democrats would show a similar pattern but with a smaller
difference between advantaged and disadvantaged conditions. The differences between the
actual perspective of one group and the imagined perspective of the other group is summarized
on Figure 14.
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Figure 14. United States expectation means by Group, Perspective, and Disparity.
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Emotional Responses. The participants answered the Emotional response questions
after the manipulation and while still using their assigned perspective. The expectation means
were used as predicted variables in general linear models including group, perspective, disparity,
and the interactions between each as predictors. The models controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS.
Due to the high correlations between the subscales (Positive and challenge r = 0.93; Negative
and threat r = 0.91) a factor analysis was conducted. The factor analysis indicated two factors,
one for Positive challenge (PCER) and the second for Negative threat (NTER). The full factor
analysis can be found in Appendix R
Positive Challenge. The six items were averaged together for a positive challenge
emotional response mean (M = 3.730, SD = 1.790). The means and standard deviations for each
condition can be found in Table 27. The F and p values for each of the main effects and
interactions can be found in Table 28.
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Table 27. PCER means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
3.384 (1.640)
4.508 (1.722)
Advantage
4.607 (1.217)
2.159 (1.361)
Republican
Disadvantage
3.573 (1.683)
4.992 (1.540)
Advantage
4.106 (1.351)
2.642 (1.751)

Table 28. GLM for PCER, main effects and interactions
df
Group
1
Disparity
1
Perspective
1
Group*Disparity
1
Group*Perspective
1
Disparity*Perspective
1
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
491

F
1.184
26.608
4.756
1.405
5.274
122.695
1.755

p
n.s.
<0.001
0.013
n.s.
0.022
<0.001
n.s.

Eight contrasts were included in a general linear model for a more in-depth examination
of the relationships between targets’ actual positive emotions and how perceivers believe the
targets would feel. The first set focused on comparing the actual perspective of one political
party with the other political party taking the same perspective. The first contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 2.070,
n.s.). The second contrast (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Advantage) was
significant (F (1,491) = 5.105, p = 0.024). The third contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 2.116, n.s.). The fourth contrast
(Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 22.268, p <
0.001).
The second set of contrasts focused on the difference between the advantaged and
disadvantaged condition for each party and perspective. The fifth contrast
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(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Democrat/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 27.507, p <
0.001). The sixth contrast (Democrat/IS/Advantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was significant
(F (1,491) = 100.088, p < 0.001). The seventh contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Republican/AS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 2.146, n.s.). The eight contrast
(Republican/IS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 48.650, p
< 0.001).
Negative Threat. The six items were averaged together for a negative threat emotional
response mean (M = 3.290, SD = 1.840). The means and standard deviations for each condition
can be found in Table 29. The F and p values for each of the main effects and interactions can be
found in Table 30.
Table 29. NTER means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
3.405 (1.674)
2.855 (1.641)
Advantage
2.064 (1.287)
5.224 (1.226)
Republican
Disadvantage
2.992 (1.654)
2.446 (1.431)
Advantage
2.260 (1.248)
4.850 (1.454)

Table 30. GLM for NTER, main effects and interactions
df
Group
1
Disparity
1
Perspective
1
Group*Disparity
1
Group*Perspective
1
Disparity*Perspective
1
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
491

F
1.726
24.595
70.248
0.971
1.352
151.990
0.739

p
n.s.
<0.001
<0.001
n.s.
n.s.
<0.001
n.s.

Eight contrasts were included in a general linear model for a more in-depth examination
of the relationships between targets’ actual positive emotions and how perceivers believe the
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targets would feel. The first set focused on comparing the actual perspective of one political
party with the other political party taking the same perspective. The first contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 1.846,
n.s.). The second contrast (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Advantage) was
significant (F (1,491) = 27.096, p < 0.001). The third contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 3.765, n.s.). The fourth contrast
(Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 55.839, p <
0.001).
The second set of contrasts focused on the difference between the advantaged and
disadvantaged condition for each group and perspective. The fifth contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Democrat/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 32.780, p <
0.001). The sixth contrast (Democrat/IS/Advantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was significant
(F (1,491) = 109.754, p < 0.001). The seventh contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Republican/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 5.613, p = 0.013). The eight contrast
(Republican/IS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,492) = 56.860, p
< 0.001).
Political Beliefs. Participants answered the political belief measure after the
manipulation and while still using their assigned perspective. The political belief mean was used
as the predicted variable in a general linear model including group, perspective, disparity, and
the interactions between each as predictors. The model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The
means and standard deviations for each condition can be found in Table 31. The F and p values
for each of the main effects and interactions can be found in Table 32.
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Table 31. Political belief means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
2.804 (1.201)
5.526 (1.275)
Advantage
2.634 (1.168)
5.768 (1.126)
Republican
Disadvantage
4.968 (1.180)
2.740 (1.337)
Advantage
4.297 (1.285)
2.600 (1.207)

Table 32. GLM for Political beliefs, main effects and interactions
df
F
Group
1
32.626
Disparity
1
2.398
Perspective
1
19.719
Group*Disparity
1
4.344
Group*Perspective
1
469.847
Disparity*Perspective
1
3.412
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.106
Error
491

p
<0.001
n.s.
<0.001
0.038
<0.001
n.s.
n.s.

Eight contrasts were included in a general linear model for a more in-depth examination
of the relationships between targets’ actual positive emotions and how perceivers believe the
targets would feel. The first set focused on comparing the actual perspective of one political
party with the other political party taking the same perspective. The first contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 0.218,
n.s.). The second contrast (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Advantage) was not
significant (F (1,491) = 2.599, n.s.). The third contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 37.931, p < 0.001). The fourth contrast
(Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 18.998, p <
0.001). Only one of the second set of contrasts was significant. The seventh contrast
(Republican/AS/Advantage, Republican/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 6.225, p
= 0.013).
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Feelings towards Political Parties. The participants indicate their feelings towards both
political parties after the manipulation and while using their own perspective.
Hypothesis 2a. To investigate this hypothesis, t-tests were conducted between the
participants of both political parties for feelings towards Democrats and feelings towards
Republicans. As predicted, Democrat participants (M = 70.678, SD = 24.424) had higher feelings
towards Democrats (t (501) = 21.709, p < 0.001) than Republicans participants (M = 22.915, SD
= 20.338). Republicans participants (M = 58.927, SD = 26.198) had higher feelings towards
Republicans (t (501) = -17.888, p < 0.001) than Democrats participants (M = 20.950, SD =
20.223). At face value these seem intuitive, participants liked their own in-group more than the
out-group. To determine if there was an effect of perspective taking on feelings towards the
political parties, further analyses were conducted.
Hypothesis 2b. To investigate this hypothesis, two GLM analyses were conducted, one
predicting Feelings towards Democrats and the other predicting feelings towards Republicans.
Feelings towards Democrats. The mean for feelings towards Democrats was M = 55.001,
with a SD = 32.241. The means and standard deviations for each condition can be found in Table
33.
Table 33. Feelings towards Democrats means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and
Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
71.116 (24.857)
65.845 (26.905)
Advantage
75.256 (20.648)
70.366 (24.447)
Republican
Disadvantage
22.805 (20.539)
20.791 (19.369)
Advantage
30.488 (21.806)
17.550 (17.894)
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The feelings towards Democrats mean was used as predicted variable in a general linear
model including group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors.
This model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The F and p values for each of the main effects
and interactions can be found in Table 34.
Table 34. GLM for Feelings towards Democrats, main effects and interactions
df
F
p
Group
1
277.624
<0.001
Disparity
1
3.218
0.073
Perspective
1
8.961
0.003
Group*Disparity
1
0.303
n.s.
Group*Perspective
1
0.411
n.s.
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.682
n.s.
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
1.348
n.s.
Error
491

The hypothesis was not supported for feelings towards Democrats. There were no
significant interactions between group, perspective, or paragraph. Consistent with the last
hypothesis, there was a strong main effect for group. There was also a main effect for
perspective. This effect was examined in more detail using the first set of planned contrasts.
The first contrast (Democrat/AS/Advantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage) was not significant
(F (1,491) = 1.543, n.s.). The second contrast (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage,
Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 2.765, n.s.). The third contrast
(Republican/AS/Advantage, Republican/IS/Advantage) was significant (F (1,491) =5.773, p =
0.017). The fourth contrast (Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was not
significant (F (1,491) = 0.513, n.s.). The effect of perspective was small and was primarily
driven by Republicans reading the advantage paragraph. The exact pattern of means can be
found on Figure 15, and show that liking for Democrats actually decreased after taking the
perspective of the other party, regardless of the participants’ actual political affiliation. The
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second set of contrasts was conducted to determine if there was any effect of the paragraphs on
feelings towards Democrats. None of the second contrasts was significant, confirming that there
was no main effect of paragraph on feelings towards Democrats.

Feelings towards Democrats (Mean)

Figure 15. Feelings towards Democrats means by Group, Perspective, and Disparity.
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Feelings towards Republicans. The mean for feelings towards Republicans was M =
33.408, with a SD = 28.589. The means and standard deviations for each condition can be found
in Table 35.
Table 35. Feelings towards Republicans means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and
Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
22.198 (21.513)
20.929 (19.514)
Advantage
21.047 (19.492)
19.561 (20.573)
Republican
Disadvantage
63.244 (28.586)
58.326 (27.003)
Advantage
59.073 (19.145)
55.000 (29.172)

The feelings towards Republicans mean was used as predicted variable in a general linear
model including political party, paragraph, perspective, and the interactions between each as
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predictors. This model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The F and p values for each of the
main effects and interactions can be found in Table 36.
Table 36. GLM for feelings towards Republicans, main effects and interactions
df
F
p
Group
1
187.634
<0.001
Disparity
1
1.971
n.s.
Perspective
1
1.037
n.s.
Group*Disparity
1
0.478
n.s.
Group*Perspective
1
0.429
n.s.
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.053
n.s.
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.116
n.s.
Error
491

The hypothesis was not supported for feelings towards Republicans. There was no
significant interactions between group, perspective, or paragraph. Consistent with the last
hypothesis, there was a strong main effect for political party. There were no other main effects
and none of the planned contrasts were significant. The pattern of means can be found on Figure
16 and while not significant, was consistent with pattern found for feelings towards Democrats.
Participants who adopted the perspective of another person showed lower likings towards
Republicans than when using their own perspective. This pattern was consistent regardless of
group or paragraph.
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Feelings Towards Republicans (Mean)

Figure 16. Feelings towards Republicans means by Group, Perspective, and Disparity.
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Political Compromise. The participants answered their feelings towards political
compromise after the manipulation and while using their own perspective. The six questions
were divided into two subscales. Three questions indicated the participants’ willingness to
compromise with the opposing party and three questions indicated the participants’ belief that
the opposing party would be willing to compromise.
Compromise with Other. The three items were averaged together for a CompromiseOther mean (M = 5.060, SD = 1.474). The means and standard deviations for each condition can
be found in Table 37.
Table 37. Compromise-Other means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and
Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
5.054 (1.414)
5.183 (1.326)
Advantage
4.977 (1.586)
4.996 (1.370)
Republican
Disadvantage
4.228 (2.019)
5.457 (1.209)
Advantage
5.374 (1.234)
5.225 (1.449)
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Hypothesis 3a. The Compromise-Other mean was used as predicted variable in a general
linear model including group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each as
predictors. This model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The F and p values for each of the
main effects and interactions can be found in Table 38.
Table 38. GLM for Compromise-Other, main effects and interactions
df
F
Group
1
2.163
Disparity
1
0.651
Perspective
1
7.316
Group*Disparity
1
6.498
Group*Perspective
1
4.978
Disparity*Perspective
1
6.918
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
5.070
Error
491

p
n.s.
n.s.
0.007
0.011
0.026
0.009
0.025

As hypothesized, there was a significant interaction between paragraph and perspective. To
determine the pattern of this interaction the first set of contrasts was conducted. The first contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 0.004, n.s.).
The second contrast (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was not
significant (F (1,491) = 0.276, n.s.). The third contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Republican/IS/Advantage) was not significant (F (1,491) =0.000, n.s.). The fourth contrast
(Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) =
18.273, p < 0.001). This pattern only partially supported the hypothesis.
When collapsed across political party, the pattern only partially supported the hypothesis,
there was an interaction between perspective and paragraph (F (1,495) = 2.782, p = 0.040) but
the pattern of means did not follow what was hypothesized. There was an increase in willingness
to compromise in the Disadvantage condition when the participants adopted the perspective of
the other party (F (1,495) = 8.328, p = 0.004). The predicted decrease in the Advantage condition
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was not observed (F (1,495) = 0.003, n.s.). The differences between the actual perspective and
the imagined perspective across paragraphs are summarized on Figure 17.
A second set of contrasts was conducted to examine if there was an effect of paragraph
on willingness to compromise for both political parties and perspectives. Only one of the
contrasts was significant. The third contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Republican/AS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 12.541, p < 0.001). Republicans who
adopted on the perspective of Democrats showed an increase in willingness to compromise when
they were confronted with threatening information.

Figure 17. Compromise-Other means by Perspective and Paragraph
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Others with Self Compromise. The three items were averaged together for a
Compromise-Other mean (M = 3.262, SD = 1.680). The means and standard deviations for each
condition can be found in Table 39.
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Table 39. Other-with-Self Compromise means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and
Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
2.965 (1.556)
3.016 (1.530)
Advantage
3.039 (1.513)
2.955 (1.650)
Republican
Disadvantage
3.325 (1.942)
4.326 (1.558)
Advantage
3.423 (1.653)
4.158 (1.843)

Hypothesis 3b. The Other-with-Self Compromise mean was used as predicted variable in
a general linear model including political party, paragraph, perspective, and the interactions
between each as predictors. This model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The F and p values
for each of the main effects and interactions can be found in Table 40.
Table 40. GLM for Other-with-Self Compromise, main effects and interactions
df
F
p
Group
1
19.271
<0.001
Disparity
1
0.171
n.s.
Perspective
1
9.418
0.002
Group*Disparity
1
0.052
n.s.
Group*Perspective
1
9.125
0.003
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.521
n.s.
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.027
n.s.
Error
491

The data did not support the hypothesis, there was no interaction between paragraph and
perspective. Four contrasts were run to further analyze this pattern. The first contrast
(Democrat/AS/Advantage, Democrat/IS/Advantage) was not significant (F (1,491) = 0.265, n.s.).
The second contrast (Democrat/AS/Disadvantage, Democrat/IS/Disadvantage) was not
significant (F (1,491) = 0.336, n.s.). The third contrast (Republican/AS/Advantage,
Republican/IS/Advantage) was significant (F (1,491) =5.583, p = 0.019). The fourth contrast
(Republican/AS/Disadvantage, Republican/IS/Disadvantage) was significant (F (1,491) = 8.360,
p = 0.004). When collapsed across political party, the data did not support the hypothesis. The
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interaction between perspective and paragraph was not significant (F (1,495) = 1.996, n.s) and
there was an increase in Other-with-self compromise in the Disadvantage condition when the
participants adopted the perspective of the other party (F (1,495) = 5.068, p = 0.025). The
predicted increase in the Advantage condition was not observed (F (1,495) = 0.727, n.s.). The
differences between the actual perspective and the imagined perspective across paragraphs are
summarized on Figure 17. Taking the perspective of the opposing party increased the belief that
the opposing party would be willing to compromise, regardless of paragraph. This effect was
stronger for Republicans than it was for Democrats. A second set of contrasts was conducted to
examine if there was an effect of paragraph on the belief in the willingness of others to
compromise. None of the planned comparisons were significant.
Figure 17. Other-with-Self Compromise means by Perspective and Paragraph
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Stereotypes and Meta-stereotypes.
Stereotypes about Democrats. A general linear model was created predicting stereotypes
about Democrats using political party, paragraph, perspective, and the interactions between each
as predictors. The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 41. The F
and p values for each of the main effects and interactions can be found in Table 42. None of the
planned contrasts were significant.
Table 41. Stereotypes about Democrats means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and
Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
2.959 (1.249)
2.696 (1.114)
Advantage
2.741 (1.273)
2.677 (1.196)
Republican
Disadvantage
5.067 (1.353)
4.872 (1.176)
Advantage
4.811 (1.101)
5.075 (1.192)

Table 42. GLM for Stereotypes about Democrats, main effects and interactions
df
F
p
Group
1
177.630
<0.001
Disparity
1
0.082
n.s.
Perspective
1
0.778
n.s.
Group*Disparity
1
0.905
n.s.
Group*Perspective
1
0.085
n.s.
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.775
n.s.
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.421
n.s.
Error
491

Stereotypes about Republicans. A general linear model was created predicting
stereotypes about Republicans using group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions between
each as predictors. The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 43.
The F and p values for each of the main effects and interactions can be found in Table 44. None
of the planned contrasts were significant.
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Table 43. Stereotypes about Republicans means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph,
and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
4.997 (1.239)
4.649 (1.292)
Advantage
4.776 (1.424)
4.726 (1.434)
Republican
Disadvantage
2.409 (1.415)
2.663 (1.189)
Advantage
2.866 (1.260)
2.769 (1.366)

Table 44. GLM for Stereotypes about Republicans, main effects and interactions
df
F
p
Group
1
151.614
<0.001
Disparity
1
1.393
n.s.
Perspective
1
0.493
n.s.
Group*Disparity
1
1.657
n.s.
Group*Perspective
1
0.806
n.s.
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.042
n.s.
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
1.472
n.s.
Error
491

Meta-stereotypes. A general linear model was created predicting meta-stereotypes using
group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors. The means and
standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 45. The F and p values for each of the
main effects and interactions can be found in Table 46. None of the planned contrasts were
significant.
Table 45. Meta-stereotype means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
5.339 (1.075)
5.330 (1.072)
Advantage
5.405 (1.090)
5.490 (1.109)
Republican
Disadvantage
5.474 (1.102)
5.739 (1.012)
Advantage
5.739 (0.972)
5.675 (0.935)
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Table 46. GLM for Meta-stereotypes, main effects and interactions
df
F
Group
1
6.370
Disparity
1
3.579
Perspective
1
0.023
Group*Disparity
1
0.594
Group*Perspective
1
0.170
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.094
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
0.192
Error
491

p
<0.001
0.059
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Empathic Concern. A general linear model was created predicting EmC using group,
perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors. The means and standard
deviations for each condition are found in Table 45. None of the planned contrasts were
significant.
Table 45. EmC means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
5.552 (1.260)
5.643 (1.122)
Advantage
5.595 (1.092)
5.531 (1.198)
Republican
Disadvantage
4.909 (1.148)
5.209 (1.308)
Advantage
5.206 (1.291)
5.018 (1.215)

Hypothesis 4. The EmC mean was used as predicted variable in a general linear model
including political party, paragraph, perspective, and the interactions between each as predictors.
This model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The F and p values for each of the main effects
and interactions can be found in Table 46. None of the planned contrasts were significant for
EmC.
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Table 46. GLM for EmC, main effects and interactions
df
Group
1
Disparity
1
Perspective
1
Group*Disparity
1
Group*Perspective
1
Disparity*Perspective
1
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
491

F
3.754
0.049
0.098
0.996
0.350
0.510
1.054

P
0.053
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

The hypothesis was not supported. Perspective nor any of its interactions with paragraph
or group were significant. None of the planned contrasts were significant. In contrast with Study
1 and previous research (Bellet & Maloney, 1991; Galinsky et al., 2005; Vorauer, et al., 2000),
empathy was unaffected by perspective taking or the presence of advantage or disadvantage
information. There was a marginal effect for political party, Democrats had a higher mean
empathy (M = 5.580, SD = 1.191) than Republicans (M = 5.058, SD = 1.221).
Collective Self Esteem. Participants answered the CSE measure after the manipulation
and while using their own perspective rather than the perspective they were assigned. A general
linear model was created predicting CSE using group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions
between each as predictors. The means and standard deviations for each condition are found in
Table 47. The F and p values for each of the main effects and interactions can be found in Table
48. None of the planned contrasts were significant.
Table 47. CSE means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
4.669 (1.051)
4.566 (1.127)
Advantage
4.849 (1.041)
4.612 (0.990)
Republican
Disadvantage
4.836 (1.133)
4.606 (1.140)
Advantage
4.427 (1.013)
4.452 (1.167)
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Table 48. GLM for CSE, main effects and interactions
df
Group
1
Disparity
1
Perspective
1
Group*Disparity
1
Group*Perspective
1
Disparity*Perspective
1
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
491

F
0.703
0.321
2.116
3.361
0.131
0.387
0.592

p
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Helping Intentions. A general linear model was created predicting helping Intentions
using group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors. The means
and standard deviations for each condition are found in Table 49. None of the planned contrasts
were significant.
Table 49. Helping means (standard deviations) by Party, Paragraph, and Perspective
Perspective
Group
Disparity
Actual Self
Imagine Self
Democrat
Disadvantage
46.171 (27.048)
43.814 (24.936)
Advantage
48.116 (25.301)
45.878 (25.369)
Republican
Disadvantage
38.252 (24.320)
44.023 (32.044)
Advantage
40.862 (22.482)
45.808 (20.827)

Hypothesis 5. The helping mean was used as predicted variable in a general linear model
including group, perspective, disparity, and the interactions between each as predictors. This
model controlled for SDO, SZS, and PTS. The F and p values for each of the main effects and
interactions can be found in Table 50.
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Table 50. GLM for Helping intentions, main effects and interactions
df
F
0.026
Group
1
0.861
Disparity
1
0.648
Perspective
1
0.055
Group*Disparity
1
3.335
Group*Perspective
1
0.056
Disparity*Perspective
1
0.013
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
491

p
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.068
n.s.
n.s.

The data did not support the hypothesis. The interaction between perspective and
paragraph was not significant. None of the planned contrasts were significant. In contrast with
Study 1 and previous research (Meiring, Subramoney, Thomas, Decety, & Fourie, 2014; Myers
et al., 2014), helping intentions were unaffected by perspective taking or the presence of
advantage or disadvantage information. There was a marginally significant interaction between
party and perspective, which is summarized on Figure 13. When collapsed across paragraph the
effect was not significant. However, the pattern suggests that regardless of paragraph, Democrats
have a higher willingness to help than Republicans, which is reduced when they take a
Republican perspective. Republicans have a lower willingness to help, that increases after they
take on the perspective of another person.
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Figure 18. Helping Intention means by Party and Paragraph
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Moderator Variables
Moderators were examined for the effect of the participants’ situation on the primary
variables used in the study variables (personal expectations, empathy, political compromise,
feelings towards the political parties, and helping intentions). Three variables; Age, Ethnicity,
and Stereotypes / Meta-Stereotypes, were included as exploratory moderators for the primary. Of
primary interest was the full interaction moderation, how the moderator affects the Group by
Perspective by Disparity interaction.
Group was dummy coded so that 0=Democrat, 1= Republican. Perspective was dummy
coded as either Actual self (0) or Imagine self (1), Disparity was dummy coded as disadvantaged
(0) or advantaged (1). The age and stereotype/meta-stereotypes variables were centered for ease
of interpretations. Ethnicity was dummy coded as either Caucasian (0) or non-Caucasian (1).
Age. For this analysis the centered mean for age was included in a regression predicting
the dependent variables. Also included were the dummy coded variables for group, perspective,
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disparity, and their interactions with each other and age. Age of the participants did not moderate
any of the primary variable interactions. However, older participants indicated overall lower
personal expectations (B = -0.025, β = -0.248, p = 0.012), expectations for the US (B = -0.033, β
= -0.282, p = 0.003), and feelings towards Republicans (B = -0.426, β = -0.176, p = 0.040), than
younger participants.
Ethnicity. For this analysis, the dummy coded ethnicity variable was included in a
regression predicting the dependent variables. Also included were the dummy coded variables
for group, perspective, disparity, and their interactions with each other and ethnicity. Ethnicity of
the participants did not moderate any of the primary variable interactions.
Stereotypes and Meta-Stereotypes. For this analysis, the three SMS variables were
analyzed separately. The SMS variables were centered and included in a regression predicting
the primary dependent variables. Also included were the dummy coded variables for group,
perspective, disparity, and their interactions with each other and the SMS measures. Two of the
SMS variables showed moderation for the full group by perspective by disparity interaction
(meta-stereotypes about Democrats and meta-stereotypes about Republicans). The metastereotypes variable did not show any moderation for the primary variables. However,
participants with higher endorsements in meta-stereotypes indicated lower belief that others
would be willing to compromise with them (B = -0.420, β = -0.265, p = 0.007) and lower liking
of Republicans (B = -5.586, β = -0.207, p = 0.010).
Stereotypes about Democrats. This variable showed a full moderation for two of the
primary variables; Personal expectations and helping intentions. For personal expectations, the
interaction term was significant (B = -1.342, β = -0.603 p < 0.001). Democrats using their own
perspective with high endorsement of stereotypes about Democrats showed an increase in
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personal expectations when the Democrat are disadvantaged and decreased personal expectations
when Democrats are advantaged. When using the Republican perspective, Democrats with high
endorsements of stereotypes about Democrats showed decreased personal expectations when
Democrats were disadvantaged and increased personal expectations when Democrats were
advantaged. The full moderation is summarized in Figure 19.
Republicans using their own perspective with high endorsement of stereotypes about
Democrats showed a decrease in personal expectations when the Republicans are disadvantaged
and a slight decrease in personal expectations when Republicans are advantaged. When using the
Democratic perspective, Republicans with high endorsements of stereotypes about Democrats
showed a slight increase in personal expectations when Republicans were disadvantaged and
decreased personal expectations when Republicans were advantaged. The full moderation is
summarized in Figure 20.
Figure 19. Moderation of stereotype about Democrats on the group by perspective by
disparity interaction on personal expectation for Democrats
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Figure 20. Moderation of stereotype about Democrats on the group by perspective by
disparity interaction on personal expectation for Republicans
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Helping Intentions. For helping intentions, the interaction term was significant (B = 22.544, β = -0.479 p = 0.006). Democrats using their own perspective with high endorsement of
stereotypes about Democrats showed a greater willingness to help a member of the opposite
party when the Democrats are disadvantaged and decreased willingness to help when Democrats
are advantaged. After using the Republican perspective, Democrats with high endorsements of
stereotypes about Democrats showed increased willingness to help when Democrats were
disadvantaged and decreased helping intentions when Democrats were advantaged. The full
moderation is summarized in Figure 21.
Republicans using their own perspective with high endorsement of stereotypes about
Democrats showed a lower willingness to help a member of the opposite party when the
Republicans are disadvantaged and an increased willingness to help when Republicans are
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advantaged. After using the Democratic perspective, Republicans with high endorsements of
stereotypes about Democrats showed increased willingness to help when Republicans were
disadvantaged and a slight increase when Democrats were advantaged. The full moderation is
summarized in Figure 22.
Figure 21. Moderation of stereotype about Democrats on the group by perspective by disparity
interaction on helping intentions for Democrats
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Figure 22. Moderation of stereotype about Democrats on the group by perspective by disparity
interaction on helping intentions for Republicans
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Stereotypes about Republicans. This variable showed a full moderation for one of the
primary variables; personal expectations. For personal expectations, the interaction term was
significant (B = .724, β = 0.314, p = 0.025). Democrats using their own perspective with high
endorsement of stereotypes about Republicans showed a decrease in personal expectations when
the Democrat are disadvantaged and increased personal expectations when Democrats are
advantaged. When using the Republican perspective, Democrats with high endorsements of
stereotypes about Republicans showed a slight decrease in personal expectations when
Democrats were disadvantaged and when Democrats were advantaged. The full moderation is
summarized in Figure 23.
Republicans using their own perspective with high endorsement of stereotypes about
Republicans showed an increase in personal expectations when the Republicans are
disadvantaged and a decrease in personal expectations when Republicans are advantaged. When
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using the Democratic perspective, Republicans with high endorsements of stereotypes about
Republicans showed a decrease in personal expectations when Republicans were disadvantaged
and when Republicans were advantaged. The full moderation is summarized in Figure 24.
Figure 23. Moderation of stereotype about Republicans on the group by perspective by disparity
interaction on personal expectation for Democrats
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Figure 24. Moderation of stereotype about Republicans on the group by perspective by disparity
interaction on personal expectation for Republicans
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Control Variables
Three individual difference measures were collected prior to the perspective taking
manipulation: The SDO7, SZS, and PTS. The SDO7 was split into two subscales: Domination
(SDO7-D) and Egalitarianism (SDO7-E). The internal reliability and grand means for each
measure were calculated. The means were then used as the predicted variables in general linear
models including group, perspective, disparity, and the group by perspective by disparity
interactions as predictors. The Cronbach’s α, means, standard deviations, F, and p values for
each of the measures can be found in Table 51 for the SDO7, Table 52 for the SZS, and in Table
53 for the PTS.
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Table 51. GLM for SDO7, main effects and interactions
SDO7
SDO7-D
SDO7-E
df
F
p
df
F
p
df
F
p
Group (1)
1 139.812 <0.001
1
83.065 <0.001 1 171.412 <0.001
Disparity (2)
1
0.437
n.s.
1
0.012
n.s.
1
1.752
n.s.
Perspective (3)
1
1.339
n.s.
1
1.248
n.s.
1
1.139
n.s.
1*2
1
0.176
n.s.
1
0.001
n.s.
1
0.652
n.s.
1*3
1
0.059
n.s.
1
0.001
n.s.
1
0.173
n.s.
2*3
1
2.655
n.s.
1
2.345
n.s.
1
2.361
n.s.
1*2*3
1
0.002
n.s.
1
0.433
n.s.
1
0.295
n.s.
Error
500
500
500

Table 52. GLM for SZS, main effects and interactions
df
Group
1
Disparity
1
Perspective
1
Group*Disparity
1
Group*Perspective
1
Disparity*Perspective
1
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
500

F
5.400
0.790
0.461
1.256
0.386
0.007
1.102

p
0.021
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Table 53. GLM for SZS, main effects and interactions
df
Group
1
Disparity
1
Perspective
1
Group*Disparity
1
Group*Perspective
1
Disparity*Perspective
1
Group* Disparity*Perspective
1
Error
500

F
21.368
0.341
0.632
0.376
0.550
1.016
0.404

p
0.021
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Study 2 Discussion
The results of Study 2 showed partial confirmation of the hypotheses. Consistent with
Study 1, participants in groups who were advantaged in the situation (men with gender
disparities and the political party with benefit paragraph) reported higher expectations for their
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future. Participants who adopted the perspective of the opposing political party reported more
extreme values. However, the pattern of these expectations was not significant. When the
participants adopted the perspective of an advantaged opposing party they predicted higher
personal expectations. When the participants adopted the perspective of a disadvantaged
opposing party they predicted lower personal expectations. It is possible that the expectations
chosen (finances, safety, and society and culture) were too broad, where the career expectations
of Study 1 were directly related to the gender disparities in the manipulation.
The post-perspective DVs did not match the hypotheses, with the exception of hypothesis
2a. As with most group studies, the participants liked their own in-group more than the outgroup. However, the feelings towards political parties were not affected by the perspective by
paragraph interaction. Rather than the hypothesized effects, there was a consistent decrease
across all conditions. Both Democrat and Republican participants who used the opposing party’s
perspective liked both parties less than the participants who used their own perspective. Along
with liking, empathic concern did not follow the hypothesized patterns. There was no effect for
empathic concern other than a party effect, Democrats (M = 5.580) had a higher mean score for
empathy than Republicans (M = 5.086).
The willingness to compromise and belief that others will compromise did not follow the
hypothesized pattern. Both measures indicated an increase after taking the perspective of the
other party in a threatening condition and no significant effect for the benefit condition. It is
possible that this effect may function as a defense strategy. In a situation where the participant’s
group is being threatened they may be more willing to compromise in order to achieve some of
their goals. This may lead to a belief in reciprocal compromise (Halperin, Porat, & Wohl, 2013),
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if they are seen as willing to compromise they may see the opposing party as more willing to
compromise in turn.
The exploratory analysis for Study 2 showed a similar pattern as with moderation
analysis for Study 1. Both Republican and Democrats appear to engage in defensive attribution
with regards to their personal expectations. When either party is disadvantaged and the
participants has a high endorsement in stereotypes of their own party, they show higher personal
quality of life expectations than those with lower stereotypes. Like the first study, when a
member of the opposing party has high stereotypes about their opponents and are using their
opponent’s perspective, they indicate lower personal expectations.
The final hypothesis was not supported and ran contrary to what was found in the first
study. There was no significant effect for any of the variables or their interactions. Unlike Study
1, perspective taking did not increase helping intentions and being the threatened group did not
cause a large increase in helping intentions. It is possible that the helping intention measure used
in Study 1 was much simpler and required less effort that what was proposed in the vignette in
Study 2. Alternatively, the helping intention measure of Study 1 was depicted as an actual way of
helping the disadvantaged group whereas the helping intention measure of Study 2 was a
hypothetical vignette. Participants may be more willing to help if an actual opportunity is
presented, especially one that requires minimal effort. It is possible that perspective taking plays
a role in actual helping behavior rather than hypothetical helping behavior. A final explanation
may be that political beliefs are deeply held moral convictions and that compromising or helping
those with different beliefs may not be an easy task and may in fact create reactance in
participants with extreme views. In the absence of a motivation to engage and take the
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perspective of the opposing party (such as in Study 2), the participants may default to being
neutral or unhelpful.
General Discussion
This study adds to the perspective taking literature by specifically focusing on both sides
of a power differential, a focus that is lacking in the literature (Shelton & Richerson, 2006; Todd
& Galinsky, 2014). It was found that the positive effects of perspective taking, such as increased
empathy and helping behavior, were either not present (such as in Study 2) or showed a reversed
effect (such as for women’s empathy in Study 1). These results seem to be inconsistent with
most prior research. However, the observed negative effects (women reporting lower empathy
and perceived lower belief in illegitimate causes of discrimination after adopting a male
perspective) are consistent with research conducted by Bruneau and Saxe (2012) on the effects of
Mexican American’s feelings towards White Americans. As the disadvantaged group, Mexican
Americans reported an increase in negative attitudes towards White Americans after taking their
perspective. Not only did the current studies not find the beneficial outcomes of perspective
taking, many of the analyses showed polarization of beliefs about the target group similar to
those commonly found in political polarization research (Chambers et al., 2008).
These results have important implications to the worlds of business and conflict
resolution. Perspective taking is stressed as a way of resolving conflicts in classrooms (Johnson
& Johnson, 1996), marriage counseling (Rizkilla et al., 2008), and business negotiations
(Galinsky & Mussweiler, 2001). The current study implies that there are situations where
perspective taking is either ineffective or may actually result in negative outcomes. It would be
an imperative to understand what these situations are, the mechanisms that drive them and
methods of resolving these problems that may impede beneficial perspective taking.
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Study 2 was designed to see if the effect of perspective taking could be replicated using
groups who are in conflict but are nominally equal in societal power. It appears that the increases
in empathy and helping behavior do not occur when there is not an established social hierarchy
already in place. The lack of a large and well known power differential may be compounded by
the animosity found between the political parties which appears, despite the manipulation, to
lead to a decrease in liking towards the opposing groups, which is consistent with prior literature
(Epley, Caruso, & Bazomen, 2006).
Goetz, Ketner, and Simon-Thomas (2010) found that empathy occurs when one group is
suffering. Where people born into disadvantaged groups suffer for their birth, political affiliation
can be seen as a choice. Despite the moral convictions of their own beliefs, it is possible that a
person with strongly held political beliefs may see their opponents as being less serious about
their beliefs. In a case such as this, opposing party members who think an opposing political
group is suffering may view their opponents as having made a choice to be in a disadvantaged
group and therefore not worthy of empathy. This notion is in accordance with a study conducted
by Savani, Stephens, and Markus (2011), in which salience of choice affected empathy. When
choice was made salient, participants showed a decrease in empathy and an increase in victim
blaming. A member of a political party may view his or her opponents as getting what they
deserve for their political choices and consequently not feel empathy towards them.
The lack of effects for the imagine-self and imagine-other perspectives may not be
indicative of an overall uselessness of perspective taking as a whole. The driving cause for these
results of the current study, as well as other studies that do not find positive effects for
perspective taking, may be the motivation of the perspective taker. In many studies for
perspective taking, including the current one, perspective taking is performed in a vacuum. There
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is no reason beyond completing the study. According to motivational information processing
theory, motivation shape out cognitive processes and how we process information (Van Kleef,
De Dreu, & Manstead, 2004). Two motivations may be effective for increasing the positive
effects of perspective taking. Prosocial motivations have been found to increase perspective
taking and decrease contention (De Dreu, Weingart, & Kwon, 2000). By focusing the perceiver
on the social benefits of their actions, perspective taking may result in more positive outcomes.
Another useful motivation for increasing the benefits of perspective taking is the epistemic
motivation, the desire to develop a through and complete understanding of the topic at hand (De
Dreu & Carnevale, 2003). By increasing these motivations in participants, researcher have found
decreases in the use of selective information processing (Stuhlmacher & Champagne, 2000) and
reliance on judgmental heuristics (De Dreu, 2003). Programs that focus on strengthening
prosocial and epistemic motivations when using perspective taking reduce the perceiver’s
reliance on stereotypes about the target and emphasize the importance in obtaining accurate
information, even if it goes against previously formed beliefs.
Limitations
Study 1 suffers from a lack of focus on how men and women feel about one another. The
participants were asked about how the opposite sex felt and their general empathy. Specific
attitudes towards the two genders could be further explored. For example, instead of a general
measure for empathy, a gender specific measure of empathy would provide a more detailed
picture of the effects of perspective taking. In Study 1, women showed a decrease in empathy
after taking a male perspective. It is possible that this decrease in empathy is directed towards
men, whereas they may show an increase in empathy towards women.
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Additional information can be garnered from open-ended questions that can add
additional detail into the mechanism of perspective taking. By asking the participants to explain
their thought processes while using another person’s perspective, it can provide information on
possible mechanisms and biases of perspective taking and how advantageous or disadvantageous
information is processed. A woman using a man’s perspective while reading about gender
disparities will report higher career expectations from the man’s point of view. She may explain
these results by saying that she thinks a man would think that he has better prospects because he
believes that women are inferior to men or that he will simply reap the rewards of a system that
is already in place. A woman using her own perspective who reports low career expectations
may cite a decrease in motivation and confidence when confronted with gender disparities or
may cite prior experience with discrimination. Open-ended questions may also be a stronger
method for detecting stereotypes and meta-stereotype activation in perspective taking conditions.
After the participants have finished taking the perspective of the opposite gender in the
workplace, they could be asked to describe an average businessman/businesswoman or the
specific person they were thinking about when using their perspective. Men who are using a
woman’s point of view and report lower career expectations may give a more stereotypical
description of a woman than one who reports higher career expectations.
Study 1 may have also benefited from a threat manipulation similar to Study 2. A
paragraph that was both beneficial towards women and threatening towards men may have
resulted in a similar pattern as was seen in Study 2. It is possible that the results of Study 2 are
specific to nominally equal power groups, where advantage may be fleeting. With groups who
have a historically ingrained hierarchy, information that is threatening to the traditionally
advantaged group may cause an increase in reactance. This may result in more extreme patterns
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of behavior than would be seen with information that is threatening to the disadvantaged group.
For example, in a study in which men are given information that indicates a disadvantage in the
workplace, they may have much lower career expectations than women have when they are
threatened. Likewise, men who are disadvantaged and take the perspective of a woman may
show much higher career expectations than when a woman is taking a man’s perspective and is
given information about the gender wage gap.
Study 2’s largest limitation was in the sample itself. While Mturk is a more diverse and
representative sample than the average college campus sample (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling,
2011), it still largely consists of younger, less religious, and liberal participants (Paolacci &
Chandler, 2014). The less represented older, religious conservatives may be more extreme in
their political views. As it stands, it is possible that the younger, less religious Democrat
participants may be more extreme in their views, while younger less religious Republican
participants are more moderate. Given the relative similarities in the patterns of responses
between the parties found in Study 2, the inclusion of Republican with extreme views may drive
differences and interactions based on party affiliation.
The numerical imbalance between Democrat and Republican participants necessitated
the inclusion of Democrat and Republican leaning Independent voters into both political parties.
It is possible that these Independent voters may not actually have positive feelings for the two
political parties but would vote for them because they do not have any other choice. This may be
especially true for Republicans and Republican-leaning Independents. Republicans are seen as a
less cohesive and more fractured party, whereas Democrats are more united (Newport, 2016).
Conservative Independents may greatly dislike the Republican Party but may identify with them
more because of a greater dislike for Democrats. This may be why Republicans in Study 2
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reported a lower mean for feelings towards Republicans than Democrats reported (11.75 points
lower) with a larger standard deviation. With the especially divisive nature of the 2016 elections,
conservative Independents may have wildly different views of the Republican Party.
Independent voters may offer a unique view of the United States political system outside
of the two party system. A larger sample, with more detailed questions about political beliefs and
affiliation, would provide an interesting perspective to the literature. Whereas, Democrats and
Republicans are nominally equal in power, Independent parties are greatly disadvantaged.
However, many Independent parties are closely tied with the Major parties. How would liberal
Independent participants react to information that is threatening to Democrats, a group who they
do not belong but with whom they share success and failure?
Future Directions
One of the most exciting areas for future research is in replication of the studies among
other groups and domains. Are the effects limited to the gender-wage gap? Or will perspective
taking show similar effects for the race-wage gap? The perceptions of disadvantaged groups
towards more advantaged groups is a ripe area of study. Other groups of interest may include
LGBT populations, people with HIV or other diseases, or the disabled. How these groups view
and take the perspective of the more advantaged groups can shed light on not only perspective
taking but on intergroup relations and policy making. It is important for advocates of
disadvantaged groups, such as LGBT advocates, to understand how the advantaged groups will
react to information that they may view as threatening (i.e. believing that marriage equality
effects traditional marriage). If LGBT advocates are not accurate in their perceptions of how the
advantaged group will react to being presented with threatening information, the advocates
cannot accurately formulate persuasive message or pro-equality programs. Messages based on
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inaccurate perceptions may simply be ineffective or may result in reactive backlash against the
disadvantaged group or further polarization of the advantaged group’s views.
More complicated designs can incorporate intersectionality. How would a WhiteAmerican woman taking on the perspective of an African-American man in the workplace affect
her perceptions? Perceiving another group who is advantaged on one identity (male) while still
being disadvantaged on another (African-American) may have a different effect than someone
taking the perspective of someone with two advantaged identities (such as a White-American
man). A future study could incorporate this method and focus on increasing the salience of
gender, race, or both at once.
Revisiting neutral parties may be of interest. Lab experiments can utilize the minimal
group paradigm and arrange a threatening or beneficial situation to see whether the effects of
perspective taking differ from the more antagonistic political parties. These outcomes may also
be unique among antagonistic parties. Other highly antagonistic groups, such as sports or college
rivalries can be examined, especially among teams of equal standing. These studies may also
benefit from a third manipulation, in which there is no advantage for either group.
The political parties themselves may be revisited after the elections. If one party gains
clear control over the Presidency, House, and Senate, it would be a definite threat towards the
opposing party. Would this threatening situation show a similar pattern as with gender
disparities? The threatening situation used in Study 2 was an implied threat about a possible
future outcome. A threat that is definite and current, such as gender disparities or a single party
control over the government, may garner a stronger reaction.
The final area for future studies is in the mechanisms of perspective taking themselves.
Open ended questions about how the participants came to their conclusions and what information
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they used may offer up future variables. These would allow us a more finely tuned understanding
of how perspective taking operates but also allow more in depth studies to be conducted. This
focus on mechanisms would also extend to the motivations behind the perspective taking. Both
studies could be replicated with an additional level of manipulation. The presentation of the
studies could be presented without instruction (as in these studies), as an effort in reconciliation
between the two groups, or as a zero-sum situation (where one group has to lose). There may be
greater positive effects of perspective taking in situations where the participants are motivated to
reconcile with the other group. More extreme or stereotypical effects may be present when a
zero-sum motivation is salient.
Conclusion
Both studies showed that, when using the perspective of another person, perceivers
reported more extreme values than the actual targets reported. This finding coincides with those
found in political polarization literature. When estimating the political beliefs of the opposing
party, perceivers overestimate the target’s views (Chambers et al., 2008). Conservatives are seen
as holding more extreme conservative views, while liberals are seen as holding more extreme
liberal views.
The other findings of these studies are contrary to previous literature. Perspective taking
is seen as a strong way to combat intergroup bias (Bodenhausen, Todd, & Richerson, 2009). This
is because perspective taking has been found to increases liking towards the target group (see
Todd et al., 2014 for overview), increases empathy (Batson et al., 1997; Batson et al., 2002;
Clore & Jeffery, 1972; Vescio et al., 2003), a willingness to help the target group as a whole
(Mallett, Huntsinger, Sinclair, & Swim, 2008) and individual members of the group (Shih et al.
2009). The current findings did not support this notion. In Study 1, empathy increased for men
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but decreased for women. In Study 2, empathy and helping intentions were unaffected and liking
of the target group was actually decreased by perspective taking. These results are further
evidence for situations in which perspective taking may be ineffective or produce negative
results. When groups are highly disliked (Paluck, 2010), have a long-standing conflict (Bruneau
& Saxe, 2012), or are in intense competition (Epley et al., 2006), perspective taking may not
have the commonly accepted positive effects. The groups used in both studies can be seen as
fitting these criteria and also produced results conflicting with the more commonly held effects
of perspective taking.
One important distinction between the current studies and past research is the amount of
information that participants are given about the targets. Common perspective taking
methodologies include giving the participants audio recordings of a target describing negative
experiences (Vescio et al. 2003) or used a narrative essay in which the perceiver writes about the
target’s life (Galinsky & Ku, 2004). It is possible that, while these methodologies can be
employed effectively to gain positive benefits in inter-group interventions, they may not
accurately describe how people use perspective taking in everyday life. When taking the
perspective of a group or of a specific member of a group, we do not always have the time,
inclination, or possess enough accurate information about a target to make an in-depth view of
their life, history, and personal situation. Often, we just have superficial and situational
characteristics from which to base our perspective. The two studies reflect this situation, the
perceivers were just given a basic description of the target (i.e. Man in the workplace, Democrat)
and the situation (threatening and beneficial). With just this information, and without more indepth descriptions of the targets used in past studies, perspective taking was ineffective or
showed mixed results. Only a historically advantaged group taking the perspective of a
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disadvantaged group (men taking a woman’s perspective) showed results consistent with past
research. Because we cannot always stop and intensely think about the life of someone we are
going to take the perspective of, it is important to understand how we use minimal information
when taking the perspective of another person.
The ability to take the perspective of another person is a valuable interpersonal skill and
can affect attitudes and behaviors (Epley, 2008). However, the current studies show that the
interpersonal benefits of perspective taking are not universal and may be dependent on the
situation and relative power between the groups. Past research focused on the advantaged group
taking the perspective of the disadvantaged group. The views of the disadvantage group may
shed important light on the perspective taking process as well as intergroup relations. More
research into this fruitful area of investigation is warranted. It is important to understand the
situations in which perspective taking leads to positive intergroup relations compared to when it
leads to exaggerated stereotyping, polarizations of beliefs, and other negative intergroup
outcomes.
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Appendix A
Gender Disparity Paragraph

Despite advancements in social and legal standing over the last 50 years, a subtle bias
against women in the work place still exists. This bias manifests itself in hiring practices, salary,
promotions, and leadership. Studies have found that when presented with two identical resumes,
with identical qualifications, education, and experiences; people will be more likely to choose
the resume with a traditionally male name over the resume with a traditionally female name.
Even when hired, women make an average of 77% of what men make nationwide. When
considering various factors such as job choice and seniority this gap shrinks, but does not
disappear. A portion of this wage gap can be due to biases in promotion rates. Women who have
long term employment with the same company face internal promotion rates that are 34 to 47%
lower than their male counterparts. This leads to various issues, the least of which begin that men
are more represented in leadership and decision making positions. Despite being 51% of the
population, women make up less than 15% of leadership positions within high earning
companies.
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Appendix B
Paragraphs for Study 2
Pro-Republican
The political landscape has changed over the last 30 years. In the past, the two major political
parties dominated United States politics: the Democrats and the Republicans. However, a new political
perspective has been gaining momentum. Many US citizens now consider themselves to be Independent.
In a recent poll it was found that the percentage of voters identifying as Independents has risen from just
over 32% in 1988 to a record 43% in 2014. These independent voters have come at a cost to both of the
major political parties, which are both at an all-time low (Democrats are just under 26%, while
Republicans are just over 29%). The rise of the Independent voter has not been beneficial to the
Democrats. More voters left the Democratic Party for Independent parties than left the Republican party.
Furthermore, of these independent voters, a majority (60%) identify as Republican leaning versus a
minority of Democrat leaning (27%) or reporting no preference (13%)
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Pro-Democrats
The political landscape has changed over the last 30 years. In the past, the two major political
parties dominated United States politics: the Democrats and the Republicans. However, a new political
perspective has been gaining momentum. Many US citizens now consider themselves to be Independent.
In a recent poll it was found that the percentage of voters identifying as Independents has risen from just
over 32% in 1988 to a record 43% in 2014. These independent voters have come at a cost to both of the
major political parties, which are both at an all-time low (Democrats are just over 29%, while
Republicans are just under 26%). The rise of the Independent voter has not been beneficial to the
Republicans. More voters left the Republican Party for Independent parties than left the Democrat party.
Furthermore, of these independent voters, a majority (60%) identify as Democrat leaning versus a
minority of Republican leaning (27%) or reporting no preference (13%)
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Appendix C
Social Dominance Orientation
Sidanius & Pratto, 2001
Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire
Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1. Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups. (D)
2. In getting what you want, it is sometimes necessary to use force against other groups. (D)
3. It’s OK if some groups have more of a chance in life than others. (D)
4. To get ahead in life, it is sometimes necessary to step on other groups. (D)
5. If certain groups stayed in their place, we would have fewer problems. (D)
6. It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups are at the
bottom. (D)
7. Inferior groups should stay in their place. (D)
8. Sometimes other groups must be kept in their place. (D)
9. It would be good if groups could be equal. (E)*
10. Group equality should be our ideal. (E)*
11. All groups should be given an equal chance in life. (E)*
12. We should do what we can to equalize conditions for different groups. (E)*
13. Increased social equality is beneficial to society. (E)*
14. We would have fewer problems if we treated people more equally. (E)*
15. We should strive to make incomes as equal as possible. (E)*
16. No group should dominate in society. (E)*

* Denotes a reverse coded item
(D) Dominance Subscale, (E) Egalitarian Subscale
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Appendix D
Short Belief in a Zero Sum Game Scale
Różycka-Tran et al., 2015

Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1. Life is so devised that when somebody gains, others have to lose.
2. Life is like a tennis game - A person wins only when others lose.
3. When some people are getting poorer, it means that other people are getting richer.
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Appendix E
Hong’s Psychological Reactance Scale
Hong & Page, 1989

Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1. Regulations trigger a sense of resistance in me.
2. I find contradicting others stimulating.
3. When something is prohibited, I usually think, “That’s exactly what I am going to do”.
4. The thought of being dependent on others aggravates me.
5. I consider advice from others to be an intrusion.
6. I become frustrated when I am unable to make free and independent decisions.
7. It irritates me when someone points out things which are obvious to me.
8. I become angry when my freedom of choice is restricted.
9. Advice and recommendations usually induce me to do just the opposite.
10. I am content only when I am acting of my own free will.
11. I resist the attempts of others to influence me.
12. It makes me angry when another person is held up as a role model for me to follow.
13. When someone forces me to do something, I feel like doing the opposite.
14. It disappoints me to see others submitting to standards and rules.
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Appendix F
Interpersonal Reactivity Index – Perspective Taking
Davis, 1980; 1983

Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1. I find it difficult to see things from the "other guy's" point of view.*
2. I try to look at everybody's side of a disagreement before I make a decision.
3. I try to understand my friends better by imagining how things look from their perspective.
4. If I'm sure I'm right about something, I don't waste much time listening to other people's
arguments.*
5. I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both.
6. When I'm upset at someone, I usually try to "put myself in his shoes" for a while.
7. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their place.

* Denotes a reverse coded item
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Appendix G
Individual Mobility Scale
Major et al., 2002

Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

1) America is an open society where women can achieve higher status
2) Advancement in American society is possible for women

3) Women have difficulty achieving higher status*

4) Women are unable to advance in American society*

* Denotes a reverse coded item

6

Strongly
Agree
7
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Appendix H

Inclusion of Other in Self
Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992

Please select the circles that best represents you and [Men/Women].
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Appendix I
Interpersonal Reactivity Index – Empathic Concern
Davis, 1980; 1983

Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1. I currently have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me.
2. I don't feel very sorry for other people when they are having problems.*
3. When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of protective towards them.
4. Other people's misfortunes do not disturb me a great deal.*
5. When I see someone being treated unfairly, I don't feel very much pity for them.*
6. I am quite touched by things that I see happen.
7. I am a pretty soft-hearted person

* Denotes a reverse coded item
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Appendix J
Stereotypes and Meta-stereotypes for Study 1
Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Stereotypes about Men
1) Men are willing to discriminate in order to get ahead.
2) Men do not make good managers.
3) Men are too ambitious.

Stereotypes about Women
1) Women are not strong enough to be good leaders.
2) Women are too emotional.
3) Women are not ambitious.
Meta-Stereotypes for Men
1) Most men believe that women are not strong enough to be good leaders.
2) Most men believe that women are too emotional.
3) Most men believe that women are not ambitious.
Meta-Stereotypes for Women
1) Most women believe that men are willing to discriminate in order to get ahead.
2) Most women believe that men do not make good managers.
3) Most women believe that men are too ambitious.

Strongly
Agree
7
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Appendix K
Collective Self-Esteem Scale
Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992

Please indicate your agreement to the following questions using the scale provided. Please
remember that you are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire
Strongly
Disagree
1

Strongly
Agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

1. Right now, my gender group membership has very little to do with how I feel about
myself.*
2. The gender group I belong to is an important reflection of who I am
3. The gender group I belong to is unimportant to my sense of what kind of person I am*
4. Right now, belonging to my gender group is an important part of my self-image
5.

I often regret that I belong to the gender group that I belong to*

6. Currently, I'm glad to be a member of the gender group I belong to
7. Currently, I feel that the gender group of which I am a member is not worthwhile*
8.

I feel good about the gender group I belong to

9.

I don't care what happens to my gender group as a whole*

10. I feel strong ties to my gender group
11. I feel held back by my gender group*
12. If I could drop my gender group, I would*
13. I feel a common bond or connection with other members of my gender group
14. I feel separate or independent from other members of my gender group*

* Denotes a reverse coded item
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Appendix L
Helping Intention Measure for Gender Disparities

Would you be willing to sign your name to a petition for equality in the work place? If so, select
yes and you will be redirected to a new site in which you can sign your name. Please note that
this site is not affiliated with this study and your information entered on the petition will not be
associated with the information of this study.
1) Yes
2) No

Thank you for participating in our survey. The previous page was a small measure of helping
behavior and is not associated with a petition. If you are still interested in finding out how you
can help bring about equality in the workplace, please visit the following website. This is an
external website and is not affiliated with this survey. Please remember to click the next button
to finish the survey.
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Appendix M
Social Dominance Orientation – 7
Ho et al., 2015
Please indicate your agreement to the following questions using the scale provided. Please
remember that you are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

Strongly
Agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

1) Some groups of people must be kept in their place. (D)
2) It’s probably a good thing that certain groups are at the top and other groups are at the bottom. (D)
3) An ideal society requires some groups to be on top and others to be on the bottom. (D)
4) Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups. (D)
5) Groups at the bottom are just as deserving as groups at the top. (D)*
6) No one group should dominate in society. (D)*
7) Groups at the bottom should not have to stay in their place. (D)*
8) Group dominance is a poor principle. (D) *
9) We should not push for group equality. (E) *
10) We shouldn't try to guarantee that every group has the same quality of life. (E)*
11) It is unjust to try to make groups equal. (E) *
12) Group equality should not be our primary goal. (E)*
13) We should work to give all groups an equal chance to succeed. (E)
14) We should do what we can to equalize conditions for different groups. (E)
15) No matter how much effort it takes, we ought to strive to ensure that all groups have the same chance
in life. (E)
16) Group equality should be our ideal. (E)
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Appendix N
Political Compromise
Please indicate your agreement to the following questions using the scale provided. Please
remember that you are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire

Strongly
Disagree
1

Strongly
Agree
2

3

4

5

6

7

1) I would be willing to listen to a (Democrat/Republican)'s point of view on political matters.

2) I would be willing to consider a (Democrat/Republican)’s point of view before making a relevant
political decision.

3) I would be willing to compromise with (Democrat/Republican).

4) A (Democrat/Republican) would be willing to listen to my point of view on political matters.

5) A (Democrat/Republican) would be willing to consider my point of view before making a relevant
political decision.

6) A (Democrat/Republican) would be willing to compromise with me.
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Appendix O
Stereotypes and Meta-stereotypes for Study 2
Please answer the following questions on the scale provided below. Please remember that you
are using your own perspective when answering this questionnaire
Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Stereotypes about Democrats
1) I think that Democrats are elitist.
2) I think that Democrats are against organized religion.
3) I think that Democrats are too reliant on government assistance.
4) I think that Democrats too focused on political correctness.

Stereotypes about Republicans
1) I think that Republicans are anti-intellectual.
2) I think that Republicans are too focused on religion.
3) I think that Republicans are bigots.
4) I think that Republicans hate the poor.
Meta-Stereotypes for Democrats
1) Democrats tend to think that Republicans are anti-intellectual.
2) Democrats tend to think that Republicans are too focused on religion.
3) Democrats tend to think that Republicans are bigots.
4) Democrats tend to think that Republicans hate the poor.
Meta-Stereotypes for Republicans
1) Republicans tend to think that Democrats are elitist.
2) Republicans tend to Democrats are against organized religion.
3) Republicans tend to that Democrats are too reliant on government assistance.
4) Republicans tend to that Democrats too focused on political correctness.

Strongly
Agree
7
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Appendix P
Factor analysis for SMS for Study 2

Figure P1. Scree Plot for SMS Items

Table P1. Principal Component Analysis for SMS with Promax Rotation
Components
1
2
Meta.Dem.1
.650
-Meta.Dem.2
.776
-Meta.Dem.3
.767
-Meta.Dem.4
.832
-Meta.Rep.1
.826
-Meta.Rep.2
.689
-Meta.Rep.3
.708
-Meta.Rep.4
.740
-Ster.Dem.1
--Ster.Dem.2
--Ster.Dem.3
--Ster.Dem.4
--Ster.Rep.1
.836
-Ster.Rep.2
.694
-Ster.Rep.3
.895
-Ster.Rep.4
.808
--

3
--------.775
.805
.805
.780
-----
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Appendix Q
Helping Intention for Study 2
Please consider the following scenario: You have a neighbor who has lived in your neighborhood
for some time. You are not very close to this neighbor but you do talk with them on occasion
about local gossip and politics. Over the course of the last few months you have learned three
things about your neighbor, they enjoy music, they are a (Democrat/Republican), and they are
recently unemployed. Recently some of your other neighbors have decided to gather some
volunteers and donations to help out this neighbor who is struggling. In this scenario, how much
time, effort, or money would you be willing to volunteer to help out your struggling neighbor?
None
Substantial Amount
0 -------------------------------------------------------------------100
Time?
Effort?
Money?
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Appendix R
Factor analysis for Emotional Responses for Study 2
Figure R1. Scree Plot for Emotional Content Items

Table R1. Principal Component Analysis for Emotional Content with Promax Rotation
Components
1
2
Eager
-.892
Hopeful
-.932
Excited
-.913
Worried
.918
-Anxious
.913
-Fearful
.945
-Angry
.903
-Distressed
.928
-Sad
.913
-Confident
-.915
Optimistic
-.912
Happy
-.929
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